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ABSTRACT 

One of the major problems faced in VLSI chip design is the potential for 

overwhelming complexity. Design complexity brings with it long design cycles and 

wide margins for error. This thesis has developed a partial solution to the problem in 

the form of a cell library and its associated methodology. A variety of primitive 

CMOS circuit elements have been designed with generality and longevity in mind. 

Experience has shown that, when using these cells, the penalties paid in area, power 

and delay are tolerable. Indeed, the penalties are more than compensated by very 

rapid design times, process independence and design longevity. The primitive cells 

are composable into more complex elements, sub-systems and ultimately, complete 

chips. Primitive cells are designed on a fine grid tuned to generalized CMOS lambda 

rules. By restricting their borders, port positions and interconnect style, we can 

abstract all lambda dependent design rule details away at higher levels. Thus, at the 

composition level, we can work entirely on a coarser grid with the guarantee of being 

free from lambda design rule errors. The composition rules for the coarse grid are 

few, simple and easy to enforce. Sub-systems thus composed are regular and compa-

tible and may be retained for use as primitives in the library. The associated metho-

dology provides a top-down design style which can be consistently applied to design-

ing new primitive cells and to composing new sub-systems. It eases some of the prob-

lems of complex design by supporting abstraction and composition. The methodology 

is easy to learn by beginners, easy to use and provides a fundamental broad base for 

design automation tools. Several chips designed using this methodology have been 

fabricated and tested. The library is now an established component of the Electric 

design system and is available through MOS IS. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Trends in VLSI 

The term VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) is generally recognized to mean 

the integration of very large and complex systems onto a single chip. It has opened 

the doors to allow not merely functional elements to be integrated on a single die, but 

entire systems. In the past, such systems have required printed circuit boards or even 

entire equipment racks to implement their functionality completely. 

The attraction of VLSI lies not just in its scale and expressive power, but in its 

liberating effect as it opens up new vistas. New ideas and new applications are pour-

ing forth - ideas previously suppressed because they were technologically unrealis-

able. 

More importantly, perhaps, the VLSI community is far wider than the microelec-

tronics community, and chip design cannot be considered the domain solely of circuit 

designers. System architects and CAD tool designers have essential roles to play, and 

researchers from many other disciplines are making an impact. Computer science 

researchers now have access to a medium in which they can directly express high per-

formance, special purpose architectures. Mathematicians are faced with deep ques-

tions in complexity theory as they seek new algorithms for floorplanning, placement, 

and routing. Real applications are being found for automated theorem proving. 

The new community consists of users who want to implement ideas without des-

cending to low levels of abstraction 1. This parallels developments in software 

engineering where packages and spreadsheets make computers usable to many people 

1 Low levels of abstraction meaning low level implementation details. These details may 
include such things as process design rules or detailed transistor electrical models. 
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who do not care how computers work or which computer they are using, and do not 

wish to become programmers. They wish to explore ideas in their own terms and at 

their own level, and trust the underlying system to guarantee the validity of their argu-

ments. Similarly, what are needed to serve the new VLSI community are higher level 

tools which supply suitable building blocks for the application at hand and ensure that 

the chips they construct are correct by enforcing composition rules. 

Unfortunately, present tools fall short of providing for the needs of all design 

situations. Some tools are able to transform a very high level specification to a physi-

cal layout, but such silicon compilers can handle only very restricted design and tar-

get architecture domains. A good example is furnished by the finite-state machine to 

programmable logic array paradigm. 

Fabrication technology was once the limiting factor in the complexity of a single 

chip. This is no longer true. The complexity of the design of the implemented system 

is now often the limiting factor. Figure 1-1 shows the exponential increase in design 

time required for chips as they grow larger [Moor79]. In short, fabrication technolo-

gies have exceeded our general design capabilities and the emphasis should now be on 

improvements to our design capabilities. 

Silicon process technologies are improving at a very rapid rate. Feature sizes for 

MOS (Metal Oxide Semiconductors) have been halving every 2-4 years (figure 1-2) 

[Moor79]. A result of this rapid improvement is that enormously complex chips can 

be fabricated. But, due to design complexity, the target fabrication process for a given 

design may no longer be state-of-the-art by the time the design is ready to be fabri-

cated. Sometimes, as a result, an attempt is made to rework the entire physical layout 

of a chip following the rules of the newer technology. Such re-implementation work 

may never converge to a realization in silicon [Mead80a] . 

One way in which the amount of redesign can be reduced or eliminated is to 

adopt a set of physical design rules which have been defined with the fore-thought of 

being usable in future processes. Rules such as these are called scalable or 
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generalized design rules. The specification of these rules requires a good understand-

ing of the current constraints on a technology and how these constraints are likely to 

be eased in future processes. Thomas Griswold describes one such set of rules for 

bulk CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) [Gris82]. Don Trotter, 

George Lewicki, Richard Lyon, and Carver Mead have developed an improved set 

which are presently the recommended standard for MOSIS fabrication [MOSIS86]. 

These rules are presented in Appendix III. 
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Generalized rules are sometimes criticized as being overly conservative thereby 

resulting in reduced layout density. This assessment is correct for current technolo-

gies, but as process feature sizes shrink, the amount of conservatism in the generalized 

design rules is reduced. As a result, the use of these rules for chips being imple-

mented today will allow those chip designs, on completion, to be compatible with 

then state-of-the-art processes. This allows chip designs (and portions thereof) to 

have a much longer life-span without the need for re-design. The longer life-span can 

more than make up for any short term density penalty. 
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Since the effective chip area grows quadratically with the shrinking of process 

feature size (eg. halving the feature size quadruples the effective design area) the 

potential for very complex designs is even now enonnous. This complexity has 

resulted in designs which require vast amounts of time to complete. Often, these same 

designs must go through many fabrication/re-implementation iterations to rectify 

problems in physical structure (design-rule errors), performance, or functionality. 

Many of these errors may have gone undetected due to a poor structuring of the design 

solution. For example, it is no longer possible to effectively design-rule check the 

flattened geometric information of a large chip. Instead, a hierarchical design-rule 

checking strategy must be developed [Whit85]. 

Many design methodologies such as standard cell [Steb83a], gate array 

[Hick83], and macro cell [Bohm86] approaches have arisen in an attempt to solve ~he 

problems of slowness of design and design errors (particularly physical structure 

errors). These approaches may sacrifice operational speed, power consumption, 

and/or silicon area to attain a quick design cycle and design correctness. Many of 

these methodologies make sense because correct functionality is essential and design 

density is no longer as important. Notice that software engineering underwent a simi-

lar transition to methodologies that traded executional speed for quick and correct 

implementation. The result was a steady increase in use of highly structured high 

level languages (which help prevent design errors) and subroutine packages (which 

parallel standard cells). 

This thesis attempts to lessen the gap between specification and physical design 

and presents a partial solution which addresses the problems of attaining quick and 

correct implementations. Instead of providing a complete design aid for a restricted 

target area, it provides a thin general purpose base onto which higher level tools can 

be built. This base consists of a design methodology together with a library of proven 

circuit primitives which can be composed to implement more complex circuit ele-

ments with a guarantee of design rule correctness, should certain rules be obeyed. 

(These rules would be enforced by an embedding CAD tool.) The architecture and 

methodology permit more complex elements to be constructed from existing ones and 

added to the library for future use. 
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1.2. VLSI Design Methodologies 

Several methodologies for physical design are presently used in the implementa-

tion of silicon chips. They vary in the degree and type of constraints they impose on 

the layout designer or layout design tool. The spectrum of design methodologies 

ranges from full custom [Mukh86a], which effectively imposes no constraints other 

than process design rules, to gate array [Hick83] which restricts the problem of layout 

to routing of final metalization layers. The physical layout of chips can be grouped 

into one of two classes; full custom or semicustom. Semicustom can be funher 

divided into the categories shown in figure 1-3.2 A chip is not restricted to using one 

single methodology throughout. It is possible, and often advantageous, to use a mix 

of methodologies. 

Semicustom design styles have a common attribute of trading silicon area and/or 

speed of operation for low design time and a high assurance of correct design. The 

full custom design style, in its purest form, allows the designer to "hand-craft" each 

transistor and fundamental object. Semicustom methodologies abstract away varying 

degrees of low level details by enforcing highly constrained layout topologies and/or 
introducing basic primitives of a higher level than polygons of process layers. Such 

primitives may range in complexity from contact structures or transistors used in gate 

matrix systems to pre-defined cells such as in standard cells. Pre-defined cells offer a 

high level of abstraction and may provide entire logical or electrical functions. 

The following sections describe the various design styles listed in figure 1-3. The 

relative merits and disadvantages of each are discussed. 

2 There is very little consensus on the classification of methodologies. The choice of grouping 
all methodologies which are not hand designed into the category of semicustom is done so as to 
isolate hand designed circuits from those which are assisted by either partial pre-design or 
methodologies which impose rigid structure. Sometimes standard cell, gate matrix and PLA are 
classified as full custom as all their layers must be fabricated. 



1.2.1. Full Custom 
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Full custom is the least constrained of all design methodologies. It results in a 

unique design for each application by offering the designer complete layout freedom. 

Since no overlying structure is imposed on a design, designers are required to formu-

late their own. A designer is able to invent the design structure and layout topology. 

This results in the greatest design flexibility. Circuit implementations can be "tuned" 

to optimize area consumption and/or electrical performance. No other methodology 

allows this degree of optimization. 

The primitives with which the designer works are in the form of simple polygo-

nal shapes representing the process layer geometries. These primitives may be single 

process layers or composite geometries of several layers which implement fundamen-

tal electrical structures such as transistors. The placement of such geometries and 
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primitives is constrained only to abide by the process design rules. 

The lack of layout constraint allows for the greatest layout density. Since full 

custom potentially uses the least silicon area, the resulting dies are small in size. 

Small dies lead to low production costs due to higher numbers per wafer and higher 

percentage yields. 

Although production costs are lower for full custom, the development costs are 

higher than for other methodologies. These high development costs result from two 

factors. The first factor is that full custom requires the greatest design time. Almost 

everything on a chip needs to be specified from scratch. As a result, designs are very 

labor intensive and require high prototype lead times. Another disadvantage of full 

custom is its vulnerability to design errors. Since no design regime is imposed, the 

designer has the most freedom to introduce errors. This aspect is amplified because 

the designer must also follow the largest rule set (compared to other methodologies). 

Design rule checking attempts to offset this design error vulnerability, however tradi-

tional design rule checking is becoming intractable for large designs. 

High development costs, offset by low production costs, make full custom design 

viable if the total number sold exceeds 50-60 thousand units [IRC84a]. But full cus-

tom design is also attractive for very regular designs, such as memories. A regular 

structure implies a great deal of circuit replication. In a highly replicated structure, 

the amount of hand-designed layout is limited to a small number of unique circuit ele-

ments. Each of these elements must be individually designed but since the number of 

unique elements is small, the amount of design is also small. The elements, once 

completed, are then abutted and/or interconnected to form a larger regular structure. 

For the design of such structures, full custom methodologies will likely remain popu-

lar for some time to come. Figure 1-4 depicts the space of designs for which the full 

custom methodology is effective. 
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The gate array methodology is different from other methodologies since the pro-

duction of a design requires only the masking (and fabrication of) the final metaliza-

tion layers. Gate array wafers are pre-processed for all layers other than metals and 

metal-to-metal vias. The pre-processing involves the fabrication of uncommitted 

arrays of transistors, which will be used to implement the circuits of the chip, and pads 

around the periphery of the chip for input/output. The implementation of a design 

requires only the specification of how those transistors and pads are to be intercon-

nected with metal interconnect wires. Chip prototypes and low volume fabrication 

runs prove to be very economical since each design requires only the re-masking of a 

few layers. 
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The gate array methodology utilizes a strictly constrained physical layout. - The 

layout consists of a large number of identical sites with each site containing a number 

of unconnected transistors. These transistors are interconnected at design time to pro-

vide the specified functionality. Since the physical layout is highly constrained and 

very regular, automated design tools for chip construction are easy to develop. Many 

such tools operate in a fashion where they map pre-defined transistor interconnections 

called macros onto the transistor sites. Those macros are then interconnected using an 

automatic router. The transistor sites are configured according to one of two topolo-

gies. One topology groups sites into rows with input/output locations on row faces. 

This results in inter-site connections being accomplished through the use of channel 

routing. The second topology treats sites as free standing rectangular entities with 

input and output on each of their four faces. The gate array chip surface is tiled with 

these sites in such a way that there is a routing channel between all adjacent site faces. 

Routing, in this case, is accomplished with a switch-box router. 

Because most of the fabrication of a gate array is pre-processed, the gate array 

methodology allows for the shortest prototype lead time. It also results in the lowest 

prototype fabrication cost ( 1/4 to 1/8 the cost of prototype fabrication of other metho-

dologies). This arises since initial wafer pre-processing is general and can be done in 

a "batch-mode" and also because personalization of a gate array requires only mask-

ing and fabrication of a few final layers. These low prototype costs are offset by high 

large-run production costs. The high costs come as a result of poor silicon utilization. 

One estimate is that gate-arrays are three to six times less efficient than a custom lay-

out [Hell79]. Low circuit densities occur because the pre-processed site topology 

must be very general to accommodate a wide range of circuit elements. In addition, 

of all the available transistors, generally only 75-90% can be used. This low usage 

results from the mapping of specific macros onto general sites. For example, a site 

may contain six P-channel and six N-channel transistors. The macro may use all the 

N-channel transistors but require only one P-channel (such as in a pre-charge circuit). 

For such macros, the remaining five P-channel transistors are not used and are wasted. 

T_he trade-offs of low prototype cost and high production costs make gate arrays a 

viable methodology if the targeted number of fabricated chips is less than 10,000 -

15,000 [IRC84b]. 
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The macros, which are the lowest level functional blocks with which a designer 

operates, are supplied by the gate array manufacturer in the form of a database library. 

This database contains the routing information for metal tracks to implement pre-

determined logic functions such as combinational gates or flip-flops. A typical library 

will contain one hundred macros. Although such a library provides a circuit assort-

ment familiar to board level designers, the library also restricts chip designers who are 

accustomed to the freedom allowed by full custom design. 

Some other negative aspects exist with gate arrays. The size of designs is limited 

to typically less than 5000 gates (4 transistors per gate) per chip. This restricts gate 

arrays to relatively low functionality by VLSI standards. Gate arrays can, however, 

still prove to be very economical for integrating many board level functions such as 

"glue logic". A problem sometimes encountered by gate arrays is their input/output 

constraints. Since input/output pad numbers and locations are pre-determined (due to 

pre-processing), a mis-match may exist between the design specification and the gate 

array into which it maps. A design may not have a large requirement for numbers of 

gates but may require a large number of inputs/outputs. In this case a larger (and 

more expensive) gate array must be chosen in which a very high number of gates are 

wasted. Performance of gate arrays is also typically not as high as in some other 

methodologies. It is difficult to electrically optimize circuits to provide high speed 

and/or low power consumption since all devices and circuit functions are pre-defined. 

In addition, gate arrays suffer from the negative effects of high parasitic capacitances 

because the transistor structures cannot be optimized. For example, series transistors 

(such as in NAND gates) cannot utilize sharing of sources and drains to provide a 

minimum capacitance connection. 

1.2.3. Gate Matrix 

The gate matrix methodology, as described in [Lope80] , involves imposing a 

regular structure on the problem of circuit layout. It is a generalization of the Wein -
berger Array layout style [Wein67]. Each circuit implemented as a gate matrix struc-

ture is unique; a different layout for all fabricated layers results for each circuit 
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implemented. This differs from gate arrays which have a rigid structure for all but the 

final fabrication layers. Since all layers are unique to a given design, masking and 

specific fabrication is required for all layers. This results in prototype lead times 

which are higher than gate arrays. Prototype costs are also higher. Gate matrix 

designs are, however, more flexible than gate arrays. Designs are not limited to cir-

cuits offered by a library of macros. Any logical function can be constructed. 

Designs also have the potential of being faster than if implemented as gate arrays, 

although not as fast as optimized full custom. 

The structure of a gate matrix circuit is in the form of transistors which are 

placed along regularly spaced, constant width polysilicon control/input lines. These 

polysilicon lines constitute the gates of the transistors. Any transistors with common 

gates will share a polysilicon track. Active traces run orthogonally to polysilicon, also 

with constant width. These traces form the sources and drains of transistors but may 

also be used as an interconnection layer. Metal is used as an independent interconnec-

tion layer and may run either horizontally or vertically, although generally at a con-

stant pitch and width. Figure 1-5 shows an example of a NAND gate implemented as 

a gate matrix. 

Since the gate matrix style imposes a very constrained and structured layout 

method, it lends itself well to implementation by automated design tools. Omar Wing 

has suggested an algorithm for automatic layout using a graph-theoretic approach 

[Wing83]. A silicon compiler was implemented by Erwin Liu which inputs equations 

in the form of boolean expressions and produces layout directly [Liu84]. This system 

has successfully been used for the implementation of both combinational and sequen-

tial modules. 

Although the performance (speed and power) of gate matrix implementations can 

be higher than equivalent gate array designs, they still fall short of the performance of 

optimized full custom designs. The reasons are similar as those for gate arrays. High 

parasitic capacitances are incurred due to lack of optimization of active layer struc-

tures. Gate matrix structures, however, have an advantage over gate arrays since two 
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Figure 1-5. A Gate Matrix Implementation of a NAND Gate 
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or more transistors are allowed to abut (on the same vertical polysilicon track) to form 

a single, more powerful, transistor. A similar transistor can be formed in the gate 

array methodology but it must be formed by connecting in parallel two or more indivi-

dual transistors. The latter method incurs a higher parasitic capacitance. Another fac-

tor which may influence the speed of circuit operation is the potentially long polysili-

con runs imposed by the gate matrix style. A long polysilicon track may result in a 

high electrical resistance being in series with a capacitive load. This results in a high 

RC value (which is a measure of signal delay [Penf8 l][Horo84][Lin84]). The prob-

lem of polysilicon resistance is, recently, becoming less serious due to silicide shunt-

ing methods offered by new fabrication technologies. 

Layout densities of gate matrix designs can approach, for some circuits, those of 

full custom implementations. This results in low production costs due to good silicon 

utilization. Another feature of gate matrix designs is that the layout is automatically 

instantiated by design tools from a symbolic representation. This representation is at a 
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level of abstraction similar to that of STICKS [Will78]. Since the layout specification 

is represented in a symbolic form, the design is relatively immune to fabrication tech-

nology changes. This increases design longevity. One final point on the gate matrix 

methodology is that it can only be used to specify design at a single level of hierarchy. 

The designs are generated as a collection of fiat leaf cells, without hierarchy. Large 

designs will require the placement and interconnection of gate matrix leaf cells using 

a full custom approach (hand routing) or may be assisted with the use of automatic 

placement and routing tools. 

1.2.4. Programmable Logic Array 

Of the methodologies discussed so far, the programmable logic array (PLA) strategy 

is the most restrictive. All circuits using PLAs must be implemented in the form of 

sum-of-products boolean expressions. The PLA takes supplied inputs and performs 

some combinational function on them to produce outputs. Sequential finite state 

machines may be implemented by introducing a state register which stores PLA out-

put data and later supplies this data back to the input of the PLA. 

PLA 's are implemented as very regular array like structures. They consist of two 

arrays. The first is called the AND array plane which solves for the products portion 

of the sum-of-products input expression. The outputs of the AND plane serve as 

inputs to an OR array plane. This solves the sum portion of the input expression. 

CMOS PLA's may be implemented in two forms. Both rely on parallel enhancement 

pull-down devices for expression evaluation. They also have some mechanism to pull 

output lines high if the expression does not evaluate. The first method emulates the 

operation of a PLA in an NMOS technology. This involves using pseudo-NM OS 

loads to pull output lines high for non-evaluation. Although simple, this method can 

be quite slow ~or large PLA' s (for the same reasons that NMOS PLA' s can be slow). 

It also results in high static power consumption. An advantage of this method, how-

ever, is that the PLA is fully static and does not require clocking. The second method 

utilizes dynamic precharge of the PLA' s output lines. This PLA requires clocking and 

has two distinct phases: A precharge phase and an evaluate phase. During the 
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precharge phase an active pull-up device sets all outputs high. During the evaluate 

phase, the pull-down devices conditionally dissipate charge deposited on the output 

lines during the precharge phase. This form of PLA has the potential of being faster 

than the pseudo NMOS form since non-evaluation is accomplished with an actively 

driven transistor. However, since the PLA must be clocked it can no longer be used in 

static (non-clocked) circuits. 

PLA's offer an implementation solution for only a small set of the possible cir-

cuits required for VLSI design. The set of circuits they do implement is restricted to 

combinational functions such as decoders and sequential functions such as finite state 

machines. As in the gate matrix methodology, PLA' s implement only a single level in 

a chip's hierarchy. That is not to say that a PLA cannot have sub-hierarchy (most 

implementations of PLA's are done using primitive c~lls). What is meant by a single 

level is that PLA's cannot contain within themselves other PLA's or gate matrices etc. 

Along with gate array and gate matrix implementations, PLA' s suffer the negative 

effects of high parasitic capacitance. It is also possible for PLA 's to be area 

inefficient due to the rigid array structure into which a circuit must map. Area 

efficiency may be increased by utilizing a method called PLAfolding [Hack82]. 

On the plus side, PLA 's offer a solution which is easy to automate, leading to 

fast prototype design times. They also offer an easy design solution for non-critical 

finite state machines or combinational logic subsystems. 

1.2.S. Standard-Cell 

The standard-cell methodology is the final semi-custom methodology presented 

in this survey. This methodology is felt to offer the highest performance and flexibil-

ity of all the semicustom approaches. 
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Initially the idea of standard cells came from RCA in 1967 [Steb83a]. Standard 

cells are hand designed primitive circuit elements which are "packaged" such that they 

are stand-alone cells to which a designer supplies inputs and outputs. This packaging 

offers a level of abstraction so that a chip designer can deal with the elements as a 

whole and not have to be concerned with the details of a cell's internals. Standard-

cells are instantiated in a way similar to instantiation of macros in software. They are 

contained in a database library with a typical library size of 50 cells. Functions may 

consist of logic gates, flip-flops, shift registers, counters etc. Most often, standard-

cells are implemented as fixed height cells whose width varies with the complexity of 

the cell. Being of a fixed height allows standard-cells to be placed in rows with input 

and output connections which are routed in a channel formed between parallel cell 

rows. 

Standard-cells abstract away much of the complexity of chip design. For exam-

ple, the placement of standard cells does not require the designer to have a detailed 

knowledge of the process design rules. Only the designers of the cell ' s internals need 

be concerned with such detailed rules. Since this methodology requires a much 

smaller rule set, it lends itself well to use with automated design systems. Successful 

automated placement and routing programs have existed for many years. The use of 

such automated systems results in several benefits. Low prototype design times are 

possible thus leading to low development costs. Also, designs can expect a high 

degree of design reliability since design automation leads to "correctness by construc-

tion". Another issue leading to high reliability is that library elements can be well 

characterized and their implementation confirmed by fabrication. Because cells are 

hand designed they can also be hand optimized for area and performance. For exam-

ple, a library may contain several instances of the same functional element (such as a 

buffer) but each element would be optimized to provide optimal performance in a dif-

ferent environment (e.g. fanout). This leads to an overall circuit which can approach 

the performance of an optimized full custom design. 

Layout densities, for standard cell implemented chips, vary considerably depend-

ing on the type of circuit which is being implemented. Regular structures, such as 

memories, tend to consume much more area than equivalent full custom 
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implementations. Random logic circuits fare much better. Here the circuit densities 

can rival those of full custom. A comparison of an arbiter cell designed using stan-

dard cells vs. full custom resulted in a 20% increase in area for the standard cell 

implementation. In general, both the performance and the density of standard cell 

chips can be expected to be higher than their equivalent gate arrays. 

Standard cells do, however, have some drawbacks. As with gate arrays, the 

functions provided are limited by what is contained in the library database. Unlike 

gate arrays, but like all the other methodologies, a full mask set is required for all 

fabrication layers. This increases prototype costs but does not affect large run produc-

tion costs. S_tandard cells also implement only the leaf cell level in the hierarchy of a 

chip. Hence, the benefits of row placement and channel routing are limited to a single 

level of hierarchy. Probably the most significant negative aspect of standard cells is 

their technology dependence. Typically, by the time a library grows to maturity, the 

process for which the cells were designed is no longer state-of-the-art. This results in 

chips utilizing the cells being larger and of lower performance than would be possible 

if the cells were implemented in more up to date processes. 

Standard cell implementations can be evaluated using a figure of merit called the 

functional throughput rate (FrR) [Steb83b]. It measures optimality as gate switching 

frequency divided by area consumed and was developed for the United States VHSIC 

program. This metric weights speed and density equally. Studies of standard cell 

implementations provide some interesting results. They show that an average chip 

consumes 25-35% of its area in 1/0, and 35-55% of its area in wiring. Only 20-30% 

of its area is consumed by standard cells. By applying the FrR figure of merit, it 

becomes clear that optimizing the area consumed by wiring is of more importance 

than optimizing cell area. 

Designers of automatic placement channel routing systems should be aware of a 

study performed by H. De Man [DeMa81]. This study shows that assuming N cells 

are placed in a row, then placement complexity increases as N< 1+K ) where ogs;i. Of 

more concern in maximizing the FrR is that routing complexity increases as NL5 to N 2 
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with increasing row length N. An additional observation is that there is a tendency for 

wires to "bunch" near the middle of wiring channels between rows. This phenomenon 

is aggravated in long rows. 

To summarize, figure 1-6 shows the discussed design methodologies and for 

which types of circuits they are best used. 

Performance 

Full Custom SWldard Cell 

Full Custom 
Gale Array 

Density 

Figure 1-6. Design Methodologies and Where They are Most Effectively Used 

1.3. Overview of the GCLIB Architecture 

This thesis describes a design methodology which makes use of the advantages 

of standard cells and solves some of their problems. It, as well, outlines a method for 

easily and correctly integrating several methodologies onto a single chip. 
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The GCLIB3 cell architecture consists of a library of CMOS cells and a metho-

dology for cell design and composition. The methodology allows designers to build 

silicon systems which have a high assurance of being design rule correct even if 

designs are verified only by design rule checking leaf-cell prototypes. With this 

methodology, fully hierarchical design checkers can be developed. This eliminates 

the need for global (flattened) design rule checking. Hierarchical design rule checking 

can, in fact, be reduced to a much simpler problem of placement verification. 

Design time is appreciably reduced since previously checked and accepted cells 

may be easily incorporated into new designs without the need for internal re-

certification. This is accomplished by providing a set of rules which govern cell inter-

faces. These interface rules do not demand a high cost in terms of silicon area, delay, 

or power consumption. They allow the designer to ~se a mix of full custom design 

methods for highly replicated regions with a standard cell approach for less regular 

regions such as random logic. A library of standard cells is included with cells pro-

viding functionality similar to TTL (transistor-transistor logic) SSI (small scale 

integration) parts. 

Beside defining rules for cell abutment, the interface rules also guide the place-

ment of cell interconnect. Automated design tools, such as placement and routing sys-

tems, can take advantage of this definition due to the small number of rules and lack 

of special cases. Novice designers also benefit since little time is required to learn the 

design implementation style. 

The GCLIB architecture is built around generalized CMOS (GCMOS) design 

rules for bulk CMOS [Mukh86b] (and appendix III). These rules are reasonably con-

servative, thus allowing designs to be scalable and easily fabricated by most CMOS 

processes. Designs can be accommodated with lambda values as low as 0.6 microns 

(beyond VHSIC densities). Scalability, when taken in conjunction with designs which 

are no longer specific to any one foundry, results in chips and cells which are long 

3 "GCLIB" is an acronym for "generalized CMOS library". 
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lived compared to process-optimized (and hence process specific) designs. The 

GCLIB architecture outlines rules for designing systems using two metal layers, but 

this does not preclude designs from being implemented using single metal fabrication. 

All designs using GCMOS design rules can be fabricated by MOSIS [MOSIS86] in its 

double metal CMOS service. 

The GCLIB architecture rules are described using the "grounded-substrate con-

vention" [Appendix IV]. All cells in the GCLIB library adhere to this convention. 

The grounded-substrate convention offers the designer the ability to fabricate designs 

in either N-well or P-well processes, further increasing the generality of designs 

implemented using the GCLIB architecture. 

The methodology for the GCLIB architecture is independent of the design 

environment used. However, the description of the methodology is best accomplished 

if applied to a specific design system. Accordingly, in this thesis, it is described in 

terms of the Electric VLSI design system [Rubin83] [Rubin87]. widely used at 

universities in North America. 

1.4. Scope and Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis tackles some of the problems of VLSI design. By imposing a metho-

dology and enforcing composition rules, we ensure that the chips cannot fail design 

rule checks. However, functionality remains the responsibility of the designer. We 

attempt to isolate users from design longevity and foundry considerations by supply-

ing a set of cells in scalable generalized CMOS. We also facilitate the construction of 

sub-systems from these cells, and chips from composed sub-systems. By supplying 

strict, yet generally applicable composition rules for joining blocks together, we can 

guarantee correctness without recourse to further internal checking. The cells and the 

methodology are easy to mechanize and have been incorporated into the Electric 

design system. 
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The cells in the library are described in generalized CMOS and adapt to many 

CMOS foundries - single or double metal, lambda values of 0.6-2.5 microns, P-well or 

N-well. The cells have been fabricated on different foundries, and incorporated into 

substantial chips. The chips have been fabricated, tested, and work. Notice that the 

cells are designed so as to provide a fail-safe barrier between the circuit designer -

expert or non-expert - and the foundry. Design longevity is achieved by specifying 

the cells in scalable generalized CMOS. 

Cells included in the library have to follow certain rules. If followed, these rules 

guarantee that an instance of a cell will function correctly wherever it is placed in 

some future design. Design rule checking is done once only before a cell can be 

accepted into the library. Thereafter no internal design rule checking will be neces-

sary when library cells are composed. The only c~ecks necessary are cell-to-cell 

boundary checks. Importantly, the composition rules are in the same form for leaf 

cells, sub-systems, and their interconnections. Thus as sub-systems are built from 

primitive cells and other sub-systems, they can be incorporated into the library as 

though they were primitives, and the library will not need re-organization. The 

methodology has been encapsulated in a few rules and is easy to incorporate into a 

general purpose or specific design tool (Electric or EFIDO [Kroe86]). 

Chapter 2 will discuss the way in which the GCLIB architecture solves many of 

the design problems faced in the physical design of VLSI chips. The composition 

grid, which is the underlying structure of the GCLIB architecture, will be presented. 

Cells , when constructed, use the composition grid as well as border constraints. This 

eases the problem of layout verification. When cells are interconnected with one 

another these interconnections are accomplished through the use of interconnect wires 

and cell ports. The use of cell ports will be outlined. In addition, chapter 2 introduces 

the grounded substrate naming convention. 

Chapter 3 will outline the rules for cell design, placement, and interconnection. 

The GCLIB architecture groups all cells into two classes; standard cells and composi-

tion cells. The rules governing the design and use of these cells are concise, making 
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them easy for designers to learn. Higher level design tools can incorporate these rules 

for automated design and design verification. 

Chapter 4 will provide a chrestomathy of standard and composition cells from 

which designers can draw, to build higher level cells or even entire chips. Designers 

adding new cells to the GCLIB library can use this chrestomathy as a source from 

which to draw examples. Each cell presented has an associated plot of the layout, 

schematic diagram, logic diagram, I/O diagram and a brief description. 

Chapter 5 will describe the steps a designer must go through to add a new stan-

dard cell to the GCLIB library. This description will be provided for the design of the 

mutual exclusion cell MEX2.v2 (12 transistors). 

Chapter 6 will relate the experiences of using the GCLIB methodology for two 

designs. The first is a chip implementation of a two input arbiter. It uses standard 

cells as well as full custom I/O pads. This chip was fabricated and tested. The second 

design is an op-code decoder sub-system used in the instruction stream memory (ISM) 

chip [Coat85], which is in turn is a sub-system of the FAIM-1 symbolic multiproces-

sor system [Davis85]. These systems are being developed at the Schlumberger 

research labs in Palo Alto California (SPAR). It demonstrates a reasonably large stan-

dard cell implementation. 

Finally, in chapter 7, the results and conclusions of this work will be presented. 

Possible improvements for standard cells will be suggested. As well, a discussion of 

the future incorporation of timing and behavioral views of cells is included. 
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CHAPTER 2. GCLIB INTRA-CELL RATIONALE AND RULES 

2.1. Introduction 

One way of combating the explosion in complexity as chips grow in size is to use 

hierarchies and composition rules. The GCLIB methodology allows one to build 

sub-systems from library cells in a way that guarantees correctness provided that cer-

tain composition rules are obeyed. Importantly, once a cell has been well-defined 

internally and conforms to the composition standard, instances of that cell can be used 

without further internal checking. The only things that need to be checked when 

building a sub-system from library cells are cell placements and interconnect place-

ments. GCLIB supports this methodology and can be used to build a library of larger 

and larger sub-systems, each of which can be manipulated in the above manner. In 

fact, these become library cells for future designs using GCLIB. In this chapter we 

detail the rationale behind GCLIB and explain the intra-cell rules which make it possi-

ble to fully design rule check any leaf cell. 

2.2. General Overview 

The GCLIB architecture is based on a separated hierarchy [Rwsn80][Libl84] of 

leaf-cells and composition cells. Leaf cells are atomic structures 1 at the bottom of the 

design hierarchy. Composition cells are generally composed of instances of leaf-cells, 

other composition cells, and interconnect wires. The architecture uses a hierarchical 

two grid system, the two grids being the lambda grid and the composition grid. The 

lambda grid is the same as that described in [Mead80b]. Generalized CMOS design 

rules are described in terms of lambda units. The GCLIB methodology restricts the 

use of the lambda grid to the lowest level of design, the internals of leaf-cells. Once 

1 Atomic structures are cells which contain no instances of sub-cells. 
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the designer is working above the leaf-cell level (ie. placing and interconnecting cells) 

the lambda grid is abandoned and instead a coarser grid called the composition grid 

(or C-grid) is used. 

At levels of hierarchy above the leaf-cell level (ie. when placing and intercon-

necting cells), the CMOS layers that the designer may use are restricted. The intent is 

that by using a coarser grid and restricting the layers, the designer has a far smaller set 

of rules to follow to place geometry correctly. In fact, the process of design rule 

checking above the leaf-cell level can be reduced to the less computationally expen-

sive task of checking placements of cells and interconnect. This reduces the likeli-

hood of causing design rule violations when placing geometry by hand, and makes 

their prevention easy to automate in a CAD system based upon GCLIB. 

The C-grid is defined by the minimum spacing (without design rule violations) of 

the process layers used to interconnect cells. This spacing is derived from the lambda 

design rules. In the case of generalized CMOS design rules a C-grid spacing of 8 

lambda units results in no design rule violations for minimum size wires used in con-

junction with minimum size contacts of any layers used as interconnect (i.e. if the 

center of a contact or center-line of a wire is spaced one C-unit away from the center 

of another contact or center-line of a wire, then no design rule violation will occur). 

See section 3.5 for a discussion on non-minimum width wires. 

The GCLIB architecture promotes hierarchical design by having cells fall into 

one of two classes, standard cells or composition cells. Standard cells are strictly 

leaf-cells, but composition cells may be either leaf-cells in themselves or composi-

tions of other cells. At levels of hierarchy above the standard cell level all cells are of 

the composition class. Both standard and composition cells must be designed with the 

C-grid in mind. All ports in and out of cells must be centered on C-grid vertices and 

all cell borders must fall halfway between C-grid vertices. These last two points will 

be discussed in more detail in sections 2.4 and 2.7. Overlapping standard or composi-

tion cells are not allowed in the GCLIB architecture. Standard cells may abut and 

composition cells may never abut. Figure 2-1 shows an example of a composition cell 
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containing standard cell placements and two correctly placed composition cells (each 

of which contains sub-cells). 
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Figure 2-1. A Composition Cell with Instances of Sub-cells 

Standard cells are leaf-cells which belong to a family of tightly constrained cells. 

They adhere to a strict set of rules which govern how internal geometry may be placed 

w1thin a cell (as do composition cells although less so), are rectangular with a fixed 

height, are multi-ported (multiple inputs and outputs) and have power and ground 
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ports at fixed locations. Of the two classes of cells, standard cells are the only cells 

which are allowed to abut with borders touching (although no implicit electrical con-

nections occur between abutting cells). Standard cells are intended to be used in rows 

of abutting cell placements with power and ground running lengthwise through the 

row. Interconnection of the cells is accomplished with the use of wires connecting 

adjacent ports and by channel routing between rows of cell placements. Special feed-

through cells are provided which allow signals to "jump" from one wiring channel 

through a cell row to the next channel. Interconnect wires, in general, enter a cell at 

90 degrees to (and intersect) the cell border closest to their connection port. Figure 

2-2 shows an example of cell rows with channel routing . 
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Figure 2-2. Standard Cell Placements with Channel Routing 

Most standard cells are roughly equivalent in complexity to TIL SSI functions 

such as combinational logic gates and flip-flops. The typical complexity (in terms of 

CMOS transistor count) ranges from 2 transistors to about 30 transistors. This family 

provides the designer with cells that implement both combinational and sequential 

logic functions. Designers who are used to PC board level design using off-the-shelf 

SSI and MSI parts will soon be familiar with the GCLIB standard cell set. Most of the 

same or similar basic logic functions are available. Designers with a limited 

knowledge of CMOS chip design should have no problems since many CMOS 
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specific design issues such as latchup are hidden from the designer. Also, the simple 

set of rules for composition and interconnection are quickly learned and the designer 

can get straight on with the business of designing in VLSI rather than with having to 

grapple with both a new medium and a new cell library. 

Designing the "internals" of standard cells, as with full custom cells, requires the 

designer to have a more detailed knowledge of the CMOS design process. A working 

knowledge of CMOS principles and generalized CMOS design rules is required as 

well as familiarity with the GCLIB architecture rules. However, the amount of 

detailed knowledge is still not as great as in some CMOS methodologies. The gen-

eralized CMOS design rules are simpler than non lambda based design rules . 

Griswold [Gris82] outlines their advantages. 

Composition cells get their name from being primarily assemblages of other 

cells. Usually composition cells will be composed of placements of standard cells 

and/or composition cells although they may also be composed of full custom cells or 

have no sub-hierarchy at all. If they have no internal hierarchy, then the composition 

cells are actual leaf cells. An important possibility worth mentioning here is the 

"wrapping" of a composition cell border around a full custom or other methodology 

cell. This makes it possible to tailor cells from other libraries to GCLIB rules and 
include them in a GCLIB library. 

Unlike standard cells, composition cells are not of a fixed height and do not have 

power and ground ports at fixed port locations. Composition cells need not even be 

rectangular in shape (although borders must be piecewise rectilinear). Like standard 

cells, composition cell ports must be centered on C-grid vertices and composition cell 

borders must land halfway between the grid vertices. If a composition cell is com-

posed of standard cells and/or other composition cells, the previous constraints are 

automatically met since the ports and borders of the composing cells follow the same 

constraints. On the other hand, if the composition cell is internally composed of non 

GCLIB cells (i.e. the previous full custom example) then ·it is the designer's responsi-

bility to ensure that the above constraints are met. This may require some separation 
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between the the composition cell border and the internal geometry. 

When composition cells are placed they must be located such that the border of 

the cell is at least one C-unit away from the border of any other composition cell or 

standard cell outside of it. Importantly, no design rule violations, including well spac-

ing violations, can possibly occur if the one C-unit spacing requirement is met. 

The GCLIB architecture, with its use of a separated hierarchy and strict cell 

interface/composition rules, promotes a method of structured chip design bearing 

many similarities to structured programming with packages. A homogeneous design 

library results, from which designers may use previously designed cells rather than 

building their own. Conversely, all new cells built to specification are added to the 

library for others to use. This methodology allows designs to accumulate thus elim-

inating duplication. As the library grows in maturity, larger and more complex com-

position cells are added since primitive building blocks are already in place and need 

not be re-designed. 

For designers to use a new methodology, it must be simple enough to learn 

quickly and be efficient enough and general enough that designers do not feel averse 

to using it (i.e. its benefits must demonstrably outweigh its disadvantages). The rules 

for its use are outlined in the following sections. The reader should find the set of 

rules small (most of them "common sense"). Designs can be both high in area 

efficiency and high in operational speed. The methodology promotes the use of stan-

dard cells for non-regular portions of a design (such as control and timing generation), 

and a full custom approach for regular structures (such as data path elements). 

Although full custom is encouraged for the design of regular functional blocks, the 

composition of these blocks is accomplished using a more structured methodology 

based on the C-grid. 
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2.3. Naming Conventions 

The GCLIB architecture adopts a new naming convention called the grounded 

substrate convention [see appendix IV], which was developed by Richard Lyon and 

Carver Mead at Caltech in 1985. The convention outlines a method of naming transis-

tors and power and ground potentials so that designs need not be dedicated to either 

P-well fabrication or N-well fabrication2. 

The grounded substrate convention establishes a convention where the supply 

potential which biases the native substrate is designated as ground and the supply 

potential which biases the well is power (alternatively called VDD). This rule is 

maintained regardless of whether the CMOS process is N-well or P-well. If a design 

is implemented in an N-well process then power (which biases the well) will be 5 

_ volts (nominally) and ground (which biases the substrate) will be O volts. These vol-

tage assignments conform to traditional conventions. If, however, a design is imple-

mented in a P-well process then power (the well bias) becomes a -5 volt potential 

(nominally) and ground (the substrate bias) remains the O volt potential. In this case, 

the designations of power and ground are opposite to traditional conventions. 

Since designs are not bound to either P-Well or N-Well fabrication, the transistor 

type names of P-channel and N-channel no longer have meaning. For example, a 

transistor residing in a well region is an N-channel if fabricated in a P-Well process 

but is a P-channel if fabricated in an N-Well process. The designation of P-channel 

and N-channel can only be determined once a fabrication process is targeted. The 

grounded substrate convention distinguishes between the two complementary types of 

transistors by calling them D-type or S-type. A D-type transistor is one which resides 

in a deep -well region (more commonly referred to as a well region). An S-type 

transistor is one which resides in the native substrate. 

2 Designs can be fabricated in either process without the need for changes to the designs. 
However, if the designs have transistors which are ratioed for optimal performance in a given 
process, then a speed penalty will be incurred if they are fabricated in the complementary process. 
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2.4. The Composition Grid 

The composition (C) grid provides the underlying structure for the GCLIB archi-

tecture. In particular, if you keep to a few simple regulations which are easy to auto-

mate, design rule violations cannot be introduced when a system is composed from 

conf ormant sub-systems. All geometry and cells at composition levels of the design 

are aligned with the C-grid. In many respects, the C-grid design methodology is simi-

lar to the lambda design methodology of Mead and Conway. It pays some cost in sili-

con area for the ability to have a very concise and consistent set of design rules. The 

lambda methodology, however, outlines rules that deal primarily with primitive 

geometry used at the lowest levels of design. As a design progresses, the rules that 

were required to produce compact leaf-cells are no longer required when the designer 

places and interconnects those leaf-cells. For example, the lambda rules for designing 

a transistor are rarely (if at all) used at levels of hierarchy above leaf-cells. The C-

grid provides a method for abstracting away unnecessary design detail at higher levels 

in the hierarchy. The C-grid methodology results in good utilization of silicon area 

for random logic functional blocks and also for upper levels of chip design such as 

placing and interconnecting functional blocks. The final stages of a chip design (when 

chip internals are connected to pads) are also effectively accomplished using the C-

grid. 

The C-grid methodology imposes a rule that all objects (cells and interconnect) 

at the composition level must be aligned with the C-grid. That is to say, objects are 

placed with their origins separated by an integer number of C-units. By maintaining 

alignment with the C-grid and by using "standard" objects a simple set of spacing 

rules (in terms of C-units) can be defined which prevent design rule violations 

between the internal geometries of placed objects. 

The spacing of the C-grid (in lambda units) can be determined by considering the 

interconnect used to wire cells together. Interconnect consists of wires that carry sig-

nals from one place to another and contacts that connect wires of differing layers. The 

valid layers for interconnect are: metal-1, metal-2 (if the fabrication process supports 
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metal-2), polysilicon, contact cut and via layers. The spacing of the C-grid is deter-

mined by finding the maximum center-to-center distance of objects used as intercon-

nect when they are placed beside one another with no design rule violations. For 

example, in the GCMOS technology the maximum center-to-center distance between 

interconnect objects is 8 lambda (rule 0.0 of the GCLIB summary). This distance 

occurs between two metal-1/metal-2 contacts and also between two 

polysilicon/metal-1 contacts (see figure 2-3). Since a C-grid spacing of 8 lambda 

represents the maximum spacing required by interconnect objects, no design rule vio-

lations can occur between any correctly placed interconnect objects. 

M2/M2 Spacing (4 lambda) C Grid= 
8 Lambda Poly/Poly Spacing (2 lambda) 

• lili~ llil!i!l!iil!il~l!lil!li!.......+-+---'-l!l!! 

Figure 2-3. Interconnect and Contact Spacing for the C-Grid 

Note: C_grid_spacing = MAX(contact_size + Layer_spacing) 

= 8 lambda for GCMOS 

An 8 lambda center spacing is required for both metal-1/metal-2 contacts and 

also polysilicon/metal-1 contacts in GCMOS (independent of the C-grid). Having the 

spacing requirement the same for both types of contacts (both would arrive at a C-grid 

spacing of 8 lambda) is ideal since there is no area sacrifice resulting from defining a 

uniform C-grid for designs targeted for a single metal fabrication process vs. a double 

C Grid= 
Lambda 
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metal process. 

The C-grid determines where the centerlines of all interconnect will be placed. 

Although the C-grid results in the minimum spacing for worst-case interconnect, some 

wires (and contacts) could be placed with less separation than the separation produced 

by centering them on the C-grid. Hence, the C-grid methodology results in some was-

tage of silicon area for certain layers of interconnect. The inefficiency is not high for 

interconnect layers where the minimum desired wire width approaches the size of 

contact structures3 if those same contacts also determined the C-grid spacing (figure 

2-4a). The inefficiency is high for interconnect layers where the above is not true 

(figure 2-4b). The C-grid methodology is most efficient when the spacing require-

ments of the furthest separated interconnect objects approaches the spacing require-

ments of the least separated. 

GCMOS meets the above criteria reasonably well for all interconnect objects 

except polysilicon wires. Since polysilicon is a non-preferred layer for use as inter-

connect (due to its high electrical resistance), the amount of polysilicon interconnect 

is usually small and the resulting overall area penalty remains acceptable. Metal-1 

and metal-2 interconnect are much better in terms of area utilization. Interconnect 

areas using metal-1 wires could be 25% smaller if minimum width and spacing were 

used and areas using metal-2 wires could be 12.5% smaller4. However, for certain 

types of interconnect, such as long runs of signal bussing which have no contacts, the 

inefficiency resulting from centering wires on the C-grid may be deemed too expen-

sive. The preferred way of dealing with this inefficiency is to design a special purpose 

interconnect cell called a packed interconnect cell. Packed interconnect cells are dis-

cussed in section 3.4 (Interconnect Rules). 

3 "Contact structures" meaning the entire contact and not just the cut. 
4 The area calculations assume that the interconnect area has no contacts and that the wires 

used for interconnect are of minimum width and spaced at minimum spacing. Hence the numbers 
represent a worst case area inefficiency. In practice interconnect areas often have contacts. Also, 
wires may be made wider than minimum width to decrease electrical resistance or with greater 
spacing to improve chip yield. 
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All interconnect objects which are used at composition design levels (not includ-

ing the internals of packed interconnect cells) are centered on the C-grid. This res-

tricts the placement of interconnect such that a designer building the internals of a cell 
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knows in advance all the possible locations where external interconnect can connect to 

that cell. Rather than the designer having a continuous domain5 in which to place I/O 

ports, the placements of ports is restricted to a discrete number of locations within a 

cell. This simplifies the task of building cells. For example, a designer may know the 

approximate location where a port must be placed within a cell, but yet be unable to 

place that port exactly because the neighboring cell to which the port must be matched 

has not yet been designed. Port location quantization eases the placement problem by 

restricting the domain of choices of port locations. This incurs very little area cost 

since port spacing must always follow the interconnect spacing. The only difference 

is that the placement of interconnect (and thus ports) is predetermined. 

2.5. Border Constraints 

All internal geometry of cells in the GCLIB architecture must conform to border 

constraints. Border constraints are the rules which 

(1) govern the proximity of internal geometry in relation to cell borders, 

(2) determine the standard cell specification. 

These constraints are required since they prevent the occurrence of design rule viola-

tions between a cell's internal geometry and external objects (such as other cells or 

interconnect). 

Border constraints are grouped into two types; design-rule-derived border con-

straints and standard-cell-specific constraints. The first type, design-rule-derived 

border constraints, are rules which are solely dependent on the process design rules 

used to implement the library (in this case the process design rules are GCMOS). 

They specify in lambda units how close layers used inside a cell may come to the 

border of that same cell. These rules prevent design rule violations from occurring 

5 At least continuous to lambda resolution. 

- I 
I 

I 

I 
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when the cell is correctly placed in an environment of other cells and interconnect. 

For example, if two cells are correctly placed in such a way that their borders are 

touching, the geometries internal to those cells are prohibited from interacting with 

one another. 

The values for layer/border spacing are easily determined. For the layers metal-

1, metal-2, polysilicon and active (Sor D type) the rule6 is: 

layer to border spacing = ceiling( layer to layer spacing /2 .0) -- - -- -

where ceiling is a function which returns the minimum integer larger or equal to its 

rational number parameter. For example the metal-1 to metal-1 spacing in GCMOS is 

3 lambda. When the metal-1 spacing is applied to the above rule the metal-1 to border 

spacing is 2 lambda. The border in-set distances for the well layer and select layer of 

GCMOS are determined by the amount of overlap over active specified in the 

GCMOS design rules. For example the amount of well overlap required over D-active 

is 6 lambda. The border in-set distance of active is 2 lambda. Subtracting the 6 

lambda from 2 lambda means that the well layer can be "out-set" from the cell border 

by 4 lambda. 

Allowing certain layers to out-set from a cell border seems unusual since the 

intent of the border constraints was to prevent design rule violations from occurring 

by keeping geometry sufficiently "in-set" from a cell border. Although well and select 

layers violate the idea of sufficient in-set, design rule violations resulting from these 

layers are prevented by specifying where in a cell these layers may appear and how 

the cell may be placed in relation to other cells. This point is further discussed in sec-

tion 3.3 (Cell Placement and Rules for Abutment). 

6 This rule assumes that the layer to same layer spacing is of a higher value than the layer to a 
different layer spacing. For example using GCMOS the polysilicon to active spacing is 1 lambda 
whereas polysilicon to polysilicon spacing is 2 lambda, hence, the polysilicon layer is consistent 
with the above assumption. In the GCMOS technology all layers (metal-I , metal-2, polysilicon 
an_d active) which are applied to the stated rule meet this assumption. 
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The values for the design-rule-derived border constraints of the GCLIB architec-

ture are given in table 2-1 and are illustrated in figure 2-5. 

Table 2-1: Design-Rule-Derived Border Constraints 

Rule# Layer Minimum In-Set Distance from Cell Border 

1.0 Metal-1 2 lambda 

1.1 Metal-2 2 lambda 

1.2 Polysilicon I lambda 

1.3 Active (Sor D type) 2 lambda ( 1.5 lambda for 5x5 contact areas) 

1.4 Select 0 lambda (-0.5 lambda for 5x5 contact areas) 

1.5 Well -4 lambda ( recommended rule: allow well area 

to be as large as possible with full 

4 lambda outset from cell border) 

1.6 Select within a well -2 lambda ( facilitates well contacts) 

The border constraint rules, like the GCMOS design rules are given in terms of 

integer lambda units. Although some improvement in the utilization of silicon area 

could be obtained by allowing rules to be stated in fractions of a lambda unit, the gain 

in area does not warrant the resulting increased complexity of the border constraints. 

The methodology of designing to lambda units is prescribed by Richard Lyon in 

[Lyon81]. 

Although lambda grid alignment is desired, two primitive GCMOS objects 
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present a problem which results in an exception to the alignment rule. This exception 

occurs in both the active layer of active/metal-1 contact structures and the polysilicon 

layer of polysilicon/metal-1 contact structures, where the active or polysilicon areas 

are 5 by 5 lambda in size. In the strictest sense, the active and polysilicon layers are 

in violation of the recommended lambda alignment rule since their geometry falls 

halfway between lambda grid lines. However, contact structures with active or 

polysilicon layers of this size will, in the GCMOS technology, have metal layers 

which are 4 by 4 lambda and contact cuts which are 2 by 2 lambda. It is not possible 

for all layers of these contacts to be aligned to the lambda grid. A choice is required 

on which layers will and which layers will not align. Metal-1 and contact cut layers 

are chosen for grid alignment since a more consistent rule set results and due to an 

area savings realized in standard cells. 

The second type of border constraints are called standard-cell-specific border 

constraints. Only standard cells must adhere to these rules. Like the design-rule-

derived border constraints, their purpose is to outline a set of rules which prevent the 

occurrence of design rule violations. Standard cells use these rules in addition to the 

design-rule-derived constraints. Standard-cell-specific constraints allow standard cells 

to abut in a more compact fashion than is possible using the general composition cell 

placement rules. These rules not only constrain primitive geometry, such as well 

regions, but also define more abstract issues such as cell height and power/ground port 

locations. Figure 2-6 shows a standard cell where the standard-cell-specific border 

constraints are outlined. The rules for these constraints are listed in table 2-2. 

In the discussion of design-rule-derived border constraints it was noted that the 

well region outset of 4 lambda was unusual because it violated the idea of sufficient 

in-set. Design rule violations of adjacent abutting cells could occur on the well layer 

because of its out-set distance. Standard-cell-specific border constraints prevent this 

type of violation by defining where the well region is allowed to exist within a stan-

dard cell. Given a properly designed and correctly placed standard cell, the well 

regions of the cells will not interfere with other geometry. A more detailed discussion 

of the use of the standard-cell-s_pecific border constraints is given in section 3.2.2. 
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Table 2-2: Standard-Cell-Specific Border Constraints: 

Rule# Pertaining To Rule Specification 

2.0 Cell Height 11 C-units (11 ports) 

2.1 GND Port Centered on Port 10 (10th from south border) 

2.2 PWR Port Centered on Port 9 ( 9th from south border) 

2.3 PWRandGND 5 lambda 

Track Width 

2.4 D-Well edge 34 lambda up from south border 

2.6. Layout Verification 

Layout verification involves the checking of a design to verify that none of its 

geometries are in violation of the process design rules. This is traditionally accom-

plished with the use of a design rule checker (DRC). The design rule checking of a 

flattened large design is very slow, but the GCLIB architecture limits the amount of 

checking to the contents of unique leaf-cells because of its espousal of hierarchies and 

composition. 

Cell and interconnect placement rules used in conjunction with border con-

straints are the key to eliminating the need for design rule checking above the leaf-cell 

level. Design rule checking is a computationally expensive problem of order NlogN to 

N_ 2 [Seil85], where N is the number of primitive objects needing checking. Due to the 

order of the problem, the amount of time required for checking is sensitive to the 

value of N. The typical DRC suffers because of the very high values of N occurring 
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from the required hierarchically flattened design data. It is not uncommon for a DRC 

of an entire chip to take CPU days to complete. 

An alternative to global DRC is placement checking. This involves the use of 

placement rules and border constraints. Placement checking is also a computationally 

expensive task which has the same order as DRC. However, with placement 

verification it is possible to keep the value of N small since the design hierarchy can 

be retained, and we check only the definition of a cell and not each instance. 

For example, when a composition cell is constructed, all the contained cell 

instances and interconnect objects (at that immediate level of hierarchy) will be 

checked for correct placement. The number of these placements will typically be 

small (and hence a low value of N). When the composition cell is complete, it will 

itself become a cell instance in some higher level composition cell. The higher level 

composition cell will require that all contained cell instances be checked for correct 

placement but the cells contained within the instances need not be re-checked. Thus, 

the space of placement checking within any given cell is quite small. Another advan-

tage is realized when a particular cell has many instances. The internals of the cell are 

checked once, but the cell may be instantiated many times. 

Placement verification checks that all cell borders as well as interconnect objects 

meet their respective spacing requirements (in terms of C-units), as outlined in sec-

tions 3.3 and 3.4. This can be accomplished with the use of a design aid similar to a 

design rule checker. The rules for placement are, however, simpler and less numerous 

than process design rules. For placement verification to work, it is necessary that all 

cells comply with the border constraints outlined in section 2.5. This may also be 

accomplished with the use of a design aid similar to a design rule checker. 
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2.7. Ports 

Ports of the GCLIB architecture are consistent with ports in the Electric design 

system. They are symbolic connection sites which are instantiated within a cell but 

are also "visible" at the next level of hierarchy above the cell7. Ports are the places 

within a cell where external signals may enter or leave the cell. The ports of a cell are 

analogous to the formal parameters of a function or procedure in computer program-

ming. The signal lines which provide input to the cell or accept output from the cell 

are analogous to actual parameters. 

All connections to a cell are required to use ports. This is true for both standard 

cells and composition cells. Power and ground rails are no exception and must as well 

connect to a cell through ports. 

Cells of the GCLIB architecture are designed so that no electrical connection 

exists between cells even when they abut one another8. Ports and geometry internal to 

a cell are inset so that both electrical isolation and design rule integrity are maintained 

between cells. 

All signal lines connecting to a cell's ports must be implemented using intercon-

nect (see definition of interconnect). The C-grid defines where interconnect tracks can 

be placed. Since interconnect tracks can only occur on C-grid lines and the ports of 

cells can only connect to interconnect, those ports must also align to the C-grid. All 

cells are designed to align with the C-grid and the only places where ports can occur 

are on C-grid vertices. This greatly reduces the space of possible locations within a 

cell where ports can be placed. Thus, the designer in effect knows all the possible 

locations for ports from the very beginning of the cell design. This "in advance" 

knowledge of possible port locations is powerful because it greatly simplifies the task 

7 Electric calls the process of making a port "visible" at the next level of hierarchy exporting a 
port. 

8 No electrical connection exists between abutting cells except for the intrinsic connection of 
power and ground which occur through well regions and through the substrate. 
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of implementing a general purpose cell whose surrounding environment is not known 

at the time of its design. 

Ports of the GCLIB architecture are implemented using only a subset of the pos-

sible node port types which are available in Electric. All ports are implemented using 

either polysilicon, metal-1 or metal-2 pins9. The pins used for ports are also of a uni-

form 4 x 4 lambda size. No other Electric objects are allowed to be exported as ports. 

The reason for using only a subset of the ports available in Electric is that a small and 

consistent set of port primitives results. These primitives are chosen to be 4 x 4 

lambda in size to aid in the correct placement of ports. 

When a standard cell is designed, the design begins with the selection of an 

appropriately sized standard cell frame. This frame is a symbolic design template 

which outlines the border of the cell and regions of the cell which are of special 

interest to the designer. The locations where ports are allowed to be instantiated 

around the border of the cell are indicated by port markers which are included in the 

standard cell frame (figure 2-7). These port markers are designed so that a 4 x 4 

lambda port pin will abut the port marker so that a misplaced port pin will be obvious 

to the designer. The combination of port markers and 4 x 4 lambda port pins results in 

a design method which provides the designer a guarantee of correctly placed port pins 

which are centered on C-grid vertices. 

The exported port pins are symbolic since no real layout geometry results from a 

pin. Since port pins have no real geometry, the designer of a cell is required to ensure 

that some real geometry does exist in the region of the port. This is required for the 

connection of interconnect at the next level of hierarchy 10. For example, if a polysili-

con pin is exported as a port then associated with that pin must be a sufficient area of 

polysilicon. When external interconnect attaches to that pin, the external interconnect 

and the internal geometry must form a continuous polygon of polysilicon. The rules 

9 Pins are objects specific to Electric which constitute the end-points of wires (arcs). 
10 This can be verified using a design aid. 
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for what constitute a "sufficient" area of a particular layer are very simple. Port mark-

ers are used to define a "window" 4 lambda in size which is perpendicular to the direc-

tion at which interconnect will enter the cell. All geometry internal to a cell which is 

associated with a port must fully fill the 4 lambda window and must at least abut the 

alignment edge of the port marker11. Figure 2-8 shows an example of the polysilicon 

layer filling the window of a port marker. 

The reader may wonder why it is necessary to fully fill the port window when 

geometry of a size less than 4 lambda will often be sufficient to create a valid connec-

tion to external interconnect. Figure 2-9a shows an example of polysilicon geometry 

internal to a cell which doesn't fully fill the pon window yet it connects to an external 

interconnect track (the track shown is wider than minimum width polysilicon) without 

11 The polysilicon layer is allowed to overlap the port marker by one lambda due to its border 
inset rule. 
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design rule errors. The reason for filling the window is illustrated in figures 2-9b and 

2-9c. Figure 2-9b shows the same port (this time without the external interconnect) 

with the addition of neighboring internal geometry. No design rule violations have 

occurred. The problem arises when external interconnect is attached to the port of 

figure 2-9b. Figure 2-9c shows the design rule violation which would occur. The 

problem with not fully filling the port window is that the designer may overlook the 

external interconnect geometry (which connects to the cell after the cell has been 

designed) and possibly introduce design rule violations. The GCLIB rules force the 

designer to fill the port window as in figure 2-9d so that such an oversight cannot hap-

pen. 

The ports discussed so far must be located around the periphery of the cell. They 

are not allowed to be inset into the cell by more than a 4 lambda distance ( the distance 

at which the C-grid closest to the border occurs) in standard cells. Interconnect con-

nects to those ports in such a way that the centerline axis of the interconnect is perpen-

dicular to the cell border nearest to the port. Ports of this class are called general 

ports. They can be implemented in metal-1, metal-2 (except in standard cells) and 

poly silicon. 
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2.7 .1. Virtual Ports 

Another class of ports is called virtual ports. They are not bound by the previous 

inset restriction and are allowed to occur anywhere within a cell so long as the port 

centers are on a C-grid vertex and the cell is free of internal metal-2 12. This allows 

signals which are hidden within the interior of a cell to be easily accessible. Virtual 

ports may only be implemented as metal-2 pins. Other pins such as metal-I or 

polysilicon are not allowed. 

Virtual ports have no physical geometry associated with the port, at least no 

geometry of the same layer as the pin which is exported. Whereas a general port of, 

for example, the polysilicon layer has both a polysilicon pin and polysilicon geometry, 

a virtual metal-2 port has only a metal-2 pin but no metal-2 geometry. The virtual 

port does, however, have (and is required to have) metal-1 geometry under it. This 

class of port can be thought of as a port which doesn't exist until it is instantiated at 

the next higher level of hierarchy. The way in which a virtual metal-2 port is instan-

tiated is by centering a metal-1/metal-2 contact structure over the port (at the level of 

hierarchy above the cell containing the port) and connecting the metal-2 of the contact 

to the exported metal-2 pin· of the virtual port. In figure 2-lOa an uninstantiated vir-

tual metal-2 port is shown, while figure 2-lOb depicts an instantiated metal-2 port. 

As previously mentioned, to properly instantiate a virtual port it is necessary to 

have metal-1 geometry under the metal-1/metal-2 contact structure which is used to 

instantiate the port. To prevent design rule errors from occurring when the port is 

instantiated the designer of the cell is required to create metal-1 geometry of a fixed 

size under the virtual port. The required metal-1 geometry is a 4 x 4 lambda square 

which is aligned with the exported 4 x 4 metal-2 pin. By requiring that the metal- I 

geometry be of this size the cell designer is not able to accidentally place other metal-

1 geometry too close to the metal- I which will occur when the port is instantiated. 

12 This discussion considers only virtual ports of the metal-2 layer given a double metal 
fabrication process. The idea of virtual ports may be extended for fabrication processes with more 
than two metal layers. 
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Figure 2-lOb. An Instantiated Virtual Metal-2 Port 

Another consideration is that a metal-2 virtual port, when instantiated, has a via cut 

which must meet design rule constraints with active and polysilicon layers. When a 

cell is designed, polysilicon and active regions must assume that a virtual port will be 

instantiated and must meet the design rule constraints in relation to the via of the 

metal-1/metal-2 contact. Figure 2-11 shows an example of a virtual port with polysili-

con meeting the design rule constraints. 

The virtual port is not actually instantiated within the cell because metal-2 

independence is achieved for levels of hierarchy above the cell. Of course, this is only 

true if the cell is implemented using no metal-2. If a cell is designed containing no 

internal metal-2 but yet has virtual metal-2 ports two advantages are obtained. 
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Figure 2-1 la. Minimum Polysilicon Spacing to a Virtual Port 

Figure 2-1 lb. Minimum Polysilicon Overlap when Under a Virtual Pon 

1. The cell may be fabricated in either single metal or double metal processes. 

2. If fabricated in a double metal process, metal-2 interconnect tracks can be run 

over top of the cell without interacting with internal geometry of that cell. This 

allows cells to be placed under structures such as busses or power distribution 

rails. 

All standard cells are designed without the use of internal metal-2 geometry but can 

have virtual metal-2 ports. Composition cells may, or may not, have internal metal-2 

geometry. 

Since virtual metal-2 ports are allowed to be inset from the border of the contain-

ing cell, cell frames which mark port locations around the periphery of the cell cannot 

be used in the same way as they were for general ports. Port markers are not available 
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for virtual ports if those ports are inset within the cell. A placement methodology can 

however be adopted which has a high assurance of correctly placing inset virtual 

ports. The rules for such placement are: 

1. Temporarily abut the pin against the nearest port marker which is on the same 

horizontal or vertical C-grid line. 

2. Use the Electric move [left, right, up, down] <lambda> command, where lambda 

equals 8 (the C-grid spacing), to move the pin to its final position within the cell. 

2.8. Summary 

We have described the architecture of technology independent GCLIB cells, and 

presented rules which are to be followed when constructing them. The rules are sim-

ple to state and few in number and would be enforced by any CAD tool based upon 

GCLIB. A substantial set of GCLIB leaf cells that have been designed, fabricated and 

tested is presented in chapter 4. GCLIB is now a standard part of the Electric CAD 

system [Rubin87] and can be fabricated by MOSIS. 
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CHAPTER 3. GCLIB COMPOSITION 

3.1. Introduction 

In chapter 2, we described the rules for constructing GCLIB cells. We now describe 

how to construct sub-systems from GCLIB primitives and from other GCLIB sub-

system cells, and develop rules for placing cells, connecting them together, and 

routing power and ground. 

3.2. Cell Types 

Designers deal with only two classes of cells in the the GCLIB architecture, stan-

dard cells and composition cells. Both classes of cell are designed to align with the 

C-grid. They have a symbolic cell-origin which is a reference point used to maintain 

C-grid alignment of the cell. When a cell is properly placed, the borders of the cell 

are not coincident with C-grid lines but instead fall halfway between the C-grid lines. 

This 0.5 C-unit alignment achieves a significant area saving over a design style with 

cell borders aligned to the C-grid itself. The reason comes about since cell ports are 

centered on the C-grid. If cell borders as well were centered on the C-grid then all 

ports would be required to be inset by one full C-unit. This would result in a two C-

unit spacing of ports in abutting cells. The extra one C-unit, which would be incurred, 

would effectively be area wasted . . Notice that only the C-grid is used when building a 

composition cell out of standard and composition cells. There is no need for the 

lambda grid at this level of abstraction. 

All cells must abide by a set of rules called design-rule-derived border con-

straints which govern how their internal geometry may be placed in relation to the cell 

border. In addition to the above rules, standard cells have rules which further con-

strain them so that they are capable of abutting one another. These rules are called 

standard-cell-specific border constraints. 
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3.2.1. Composition Cells 

Composition cells are the least constrained of the two cell classes. In general 

they are constructed from other cells and from interconnect. Composition cells (in 

their sense of GCLIB) can, however, be just leaf-cells. In the latter case, the composi-

tion ceil contains primitive geometry which must abide by the design-rule-derived 

border constraints outlined in section 2.5 and by the rules for connecting ports 

described in section 2.7. The borders of composition cells need not form a rectangle. 

They may form an arbitrary non-intersecting polygon in which all sides are either 

vertical or horizontal. Composition cells have no size restrictions other than the 

quantization resulting from forcing their borders to align with the 0.5 C-grid. 

Only the C-grid is used when building a composition cell out of standard and 

composition cells. The ports of contained cells are automatically C-grid aligned and 

can be directly exported to the next higher level of hierarchy. Additional ports can be 

implemented with interconnect objects (note: these are also correctly C-grid aligned). 

The cell borders of the containing cell are allowed to be coincident (0 C-units spacing) 

with any contained cell. No problems are caused with well "out-sets". 

There are two cases in which a composition cell may be composed of sub-cells. 

The first is where it contains instances of standard and/or composition cells (and inter-

connect objects). For this case the composition cell may not contain any primitive 

geometry (such as transistors) unless that geometry is contained within the placed cell 

instances. Non-GCLIB-conforming cells may not be mixed (in the same containing 

composition cell) with standard or composition cells. 

The second case is where a composition cell is composed of sub-cells which are 

neither of class standard or composition. The composing cells consist of full custom 

cells which in themselves do not conform to border constraints. Such a composition 

cell is allowed as long as its internal geometry satisfies the design-rule-derived border 

constraints on the periphery of the composition cell and its ports are correctly imple-

mented. This type of cell can be thought of as being a GCLIB composition cell since 
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its peripheral geometry does conform to the C-grid methodology. 

By allowing full custom cells (and geometry) to be "wrapped" as a composition 

cell , the designer is provided with a method for interfacing full custom design styles 

with standard cells. Another advantage provided is quick placement and interconnec-

tion of full custom blocks through the use of interconnect objects and the C-grid. 

3.2.2 Standard Cells 

Standard cells are the most specialized class of cells in the GCLIB architecture. 

They are designed so that they are able to abut with one another in rows and also in 

blocks. Power and ground are internally routed through rows of cell placements. All 

standard cells may contain only metal-1, and are not allowed to contain metal-2. This 

allows for fabrication in either single metal or double metal processes 1. 

Standard cells are of a uniform height of 11 C-units2 (88 lambda) but may be any 

integer number of C-units in width. The resulting dimensions allow cells containing 

up to 20 to 30 transistors to be designed comfortably. Cells containing more transis-

tors tend to cause internal routing problems, since they are usually very wide relative 

to their height. 

To facilitate cell abutment, standard cells have specialized north, south, east and 

west faces . Each face has standard-cell-specific border constraints associated with it 

as outlined in section 2.5 . South faces and the lower portions of east and west faces 

encompass the well regions of a cell. North faces and the upper portions of east and 

west faces bound the select (native substrate) regions. Figure 3-1 shows the borders 

of a standard cell. 

1 Double metal designs are facilitated by the use of virtual metal-2 ports. 
2 A height of 11 C-units is a good compromise for cells of SSI complexity. If cells are taller 

then low-complexity cells such as inverters suffer area inefficiency. If cells are shorter then high-
complexity cells are difficult to implement. 
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181 Origin 
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Figure 3-1. A Standard Cell as Viewed Externally 

Having a fixed height of 11 C-units allows cells to have 11 port locations on each 

of the east and west faces. The 9th and 10th port locations (counting from the south 

face) are reserved for metal-1 power and ground ports. The number of possible pons 

on the north and south faces is determined by the cell width. 

Power and ground rails are internally routed within standard cells with ground 

being the top rail and power the bottom rail. Since power and ground will usually be 

supplied to more than one cell via these rails, it is important that the width of the rails 

does not drop below 5 lambda. A rail width of 5 lambda allows for 18 to 30 - 4 

lambda wide cells to abut in a single row without the chance of metal migration or 

supply noise problems. If a longer row of abutments is required the designer must 

then introduce fresh sources of power and ground for every such group. A precise 

figure can be calculated using the style of analysis developed in section 3.5. 

The power and ground rails have been intentionally routed at the top of standard 

cells. Some of the decisive arguments which led to this choice were: 
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1. If the power rail were run near the south face then there would be no need to run 

a supply descender vertically down through the cell to the well region. How-

ever, a metal- I rail at the south face would require all inputs and outputs to jump 

that rail using the polysilicon layer (the south face is the preferred face of inter-

connect where all l/O should be available). This results in two negative effects: 

area is lost for any internal metal-I signals since at least one metal-I/polysilicon 

contact must be provided, and all signals (both input and output) are forced to 

incur a resistive penalty as a result of the polysilicon wire and possible contact 

structure. The latter effect can be particularly bad if one is attempting to design 

a cell with a high drive capability. 

2. If the power rail were routed in the middle of the cell (at the top of the well 

region) then all vertically run metal wires will be required to jump the power rail 

in polysilicon. This jump requires as many as two metal- I/polysilicon contacts 

and a resistive polysilicon wire. Greater disadvantages exist here than in the first 

case since potentially more contact structures are needed. 

3. If both supply rails are run near the north face then signals appearing at the south 

face need not jump a power rail. This provides less resistance for signals in run 

metal and results in potentially less contact structures. Since the ground rail is 

assumed be at the top of the cell (north face), it is necessary to have all signals 

destined for the north face to jump that rail in polysilicon. If the power rail is 

also at the north face then those same signals must now jump two rails. The 

added cost of jumping two rails is low. Additionally, the north face is not the 

preferred interconnect face. The disadvantage of both rails at the top of the cell 

comes from the requirement of having a metal- I track as a power descender. 

This descender results in a loss of usable cell area, however, that loss is not great. 

Metal-I tracks tend to align vertically as does the power descender. This implies 

that, in general, metal-I tracks will not intersect with the power descender. No 

intersection results in there being no need for polysilicon wires and contact struc-

tures for jumpers. High power (high fan-out) cells can thereby be implemented 

with non-resistive metal-1 outputs. 
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When building a new standard cell, the task is made easier by the use of the sup-

plied set of standard frames. These frames outline the important regions of standard 

cells such as the cell border, potential port locations, well regions, and select (native 

substrate) regions. In addition, the standard frames contain the cell-origin used for 

later placement of the cell. Frames are simple to use. The designer instantiates what 

is thought to be an appropriately sized frame and then builds the cell's internal over 

top. The choice of the frame size is generally based on the cell's input/output signal 

requirements. All signals to and from a standard cell should be available on its south 

face (preferred interconnect face) thus the choice of frame size is initially determined 

by the number of ports required. If the designer discovers that, during building the 

cell, the wrong size frame was chosen, that frame is simply deleted and replaced with 

one of a new size. 

Standard cells in the GCLIB architecture have areas designated as well regions 

and select regions. The ratio of area of these regions has been chosen to allow ratio-

ing of transistors for P-well fabrication. Cells can be made which are ratioed for N-

well fabrication. However, due to the non optimal area ratio, those designs are likely 

to be slightly larger. 

One final rule must be introduced for standard cells. Since they are designed 

with full generality in mind, no assumptions can be made about the environment in 

which they will be instantiated. Therefore, all standard cells must have a "stand 

alone" ability. That is, a single cell can be instantiated and no design violations will 

result. The above results in a requirement that each cell must have at least one well 

contact and one substrate contact. Large cells, or cells which have extra space, should 

have more. A good rule of thumb is to provide one of each for every 4 C-units of 

standard cell width. 
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3.3. Cell Placement and Rules for Abutment 

Cell placement involves the instantiation of previously designed standard and 

composition cells. At this level of design, the lambda grid is abandoned and the 

coarser C-grid is used exclusively. All cells are aligned with the C-grid via their cell-

origin. The rules for cell placement specify the separation (in terms of C-units) 

required to prevent design rule violations between instantiated cells. 

Cells are designated to have north, south, east, and west faces. Composition 

cells do not distinguish between these faces but standard cells have specific abutment 

rules for each face. Composition cells abide by a single rule for placement: 

A composition cell is correctly placed if it is spaced at least 1 C -unit from 

any other cell ( composition or standard). No composition cell is allowed to 

abut any other cell. 

Standard cells have more complex placement rules to facilitate their abutment. 

The rules for standard cell placement are listed in table 3-1. In all cases, interconnect 

may be placed centered on the first C-grid line outside any cell. 

The above rules ensure that correctly placed cells will have no design rule viola-

tions. This holds true even for well regions which are allowed to be "out-set" from a 

cell border. 

3.4. Interconnect Rules 

Interconnect (also called general interconnect) consists of wires and contact 

structures which carry electrical signals between ports of cells. Wires are conductive 

tracks which run on the outside (although some are allowed to run overtop) of cells. 

Their ends terminate either at a port of a cell or at a contact structure. Wires are 

routed in a strictly manhattan fashion. Contact structures are used to provide a layer 



Table 3-1: Standard Cell Placement Rules 

E = East standard cell face 

W = West standard cell face 

N = North standard cell face 

S = South standard cell face 

Rule# Face to Face Spacing 

5.0* EorW to EorW 0 C-units 

5.1 EorW to NorS 1 C-unit 

5.2 N to N 0 C-units 

5.3 N to S, E, orW 1 C-unit 

5.4 s to s 0 C-units 

5.5 s to N, E, orW 1 C-unit 

* Rule 5.0 requires that the abutting standard cells 

be aligned with respect to north and south faces. 

change for interconnect wires. 
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A restricted set of GCMOS conductive layers are allowed for use as wires. 

Polysilicon, metal- I, and metal-2 are valid, but S-active and D-active are not. 



~ --------------- -------------- - ---------- --------
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Polysilicon and metal-I wires are always required to run on the outside of the borders 

of placed cells (except if the wire is connecting to a port of a cell). Metal-2 is always 

allowed to run ovenop of standard cells. This is done because standard cells are 

designed without the use of internal metal-2. Metal-2 may also run overtop a compo-

sition cell if (and only if) that composition cell contains no internal metal-23. 

Contact structures are of one of two types: 

1. polysilicon to metal-1 contact. 

2. metal-1 to metal-2 via. 

They are predefined objects which contain all necessary geometry to form a design 

rule correct connection between layers. The above contact structures are the only 

types which may be used. Stacked contact structures which provide a connection 

between the polysilicon layer (or active layers) and metal-2 are not valid4 and active 

to metal-1 contact structures are not required. 

All interconnect objects (wires and contact structures) must be placed so that 

they are centered on the C-grid. Both contact structure types and all interconnect 

wires will cause no design rule violations if they are of the proper size and are spaced 

by 1 C-unit. 

3 Any automatic hierarchical rule checkers should flag composition cells as either containing 
metal-2 or not. The placement of metal-2 wires can then be verified to insure that they do not 
cross overtop a composition cell containing metal-2. 

4 No rules for the construction of stacked contacts are defined in the generalized CMOS design 
rules. 



The sizes of contact structures to prevent design rule violations are: 

Table 3-2: Valid Contact Structure Sizes 

poly/ metal-1: polysilicon - 6 lambda x 6 lambda 

metal-1 

cut 

- 4 lambda x 4 lambda 

- 2 lambda x 2 lambda 

metal- I/ metal-2: metal-1 

metal-2 

- 4 lambda x 4 lambda 

- 4 lambda x 4 lambda 

via - 2 lambda x 2 lambda 

The suggested (and maximum) widths of legal interconnect wires are5: 

Table 3-3: Suggested (and Maximum) Wire Widths 

Poly silicon 

metal-1 

metal-2 

- 2 lambda (6 lambda max.) 

- 3 lambda (5 lambda max.) 

- 3 lambda (4 lambda max.) 
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Although wires of the same layer must be spaced by 1 C-unit, wires of differing 

layers may be coincident (or cross each other). In all cases, interconnect wires and 

contact strucmres may be placed centered on the first C-grid line outside the border of 

5 For users of the Electric design system, the above widths (and contact sizes) should be set as 
the default. In addition to these size defaults, the attribute of not-slidable should be given as the 
default for arcs which are used as interconnect wires. This is required in order to prevent arc ends 
from moving in relation to the cell port they are connected to if the cell is moved. 
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a placed cell. The border constraints governing a cell's internal geometry ensure that 

no design rule violations will occur with external interconnect. 

The rule of centering wires on the C-grid does incur an area utilization penalty. 

Using minimum width wires, the interconnect could be spaced more closely. In the 

case of large interconnect structures which contain no contact structures (such as 

busses), the wastea area can be expensive. This inefficiency can be overcome with a 

leaf-cell ( of class composition) which contains the interconnect wires at minimum 

spacing. The geometry on the inside of such a composition cell is not required to . 

align to the C-grid other than at cell ports and cell borders. This allows the intercon-

nect wires to be of minimum width with minimum spacing to save area6. Such inter-

connect is called packed interconnect and is shown in figure 3-2. 

Interconnect wires connect to cells through the ports of a cell. The center of a 

general cell port is inset 4 lambda from the cell's border. When an interconnect wire 

connects to such a port, the wire end must stop 2 lambda short of the port center. The 

2 lambda cut-back causes the wire end to be coincident with the port widow. This is 

required so as to prevent the wire from interfering with the cell's internal geometry 7. 

3.5. Power Distribution 

Power and ground distribution are similar to general signal distribution in that 

they use ports and interconnect. Like general signals, all connections of power and 

ground rails into a cell are accomplished using ports within the cell. Three aspects of 

power and ground (henceforth called supply) ports and rails require special mention 

however. 

6 Packed interconnect cells should be used with caution since their internal geometry is 
vulnerable to design rule violations. All packed interconnect cells should be design rule checked 
in the same way as leaf-cells. 

7 Electric contains a special interconnect technology called /MOS which automatically pulls 
wire ends back by the required 2 lambda. In addition, this technology contains all the valid 
interconnect objects such as wires and contact structures. 

- ------------------- - - - --- -------



Figure 3-2. A Packed Interconnect Cell 
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The first is that cells of the GCLIB architecture follow the grounded substrate 

convention and hence the designation of power and ground may be unfamiliar. The 

grounded substrate convention has already been discussed in the section 2.3. A more 

detailed description appears in appendix IV. 
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The second is a difference between supply rails and signal interconnect. 

Although signal interconnect is allowed to use the layers metal-1, metal-2 (if the fabri-

cation process supports it) and polysilicon, supply tracks may use only metal. Polysil-

icon must not be used for supply rails under any circumstances, even for short dis-

tances. The reason is that the resistance of polysilicon is relatively high and even a 

short run of polysilicon will result in intolerable switching noise on the supply rail 

downstream of the polysilicon [Kell85]. 

The third issue of supply rails is their width. While signal interconnect is of a 

constant width for a given layer, supply rails vary greatly in width and are in general 

wider than signal interconnect. The reasons for their increased width are: 

1. to keep current densities in aluminum below the metal migration limit: about 1 

mN micron width [Mukh86c]. 

2. to insure that the supply rail has such a low resistance that switching transients 

do not introduce significant noise on the supply rails [Kell85]. 

To determine the width required for a supply rail, an analysis of the average cir-

cuit current must be done. The following is an example of the current analysis for the 

number of standard cells which are allowed in an uninterrupted row. A similar 

analysis can be done for supply rail width. 

Assume: 

- lambda = 1 micron. 

- metal-1 has a thickness of 0.6 microns. 

- the sheet resistance of metal-1 is .003 ohms/square. 

- the "ON" resistance of an N channel transistor is lOK ohms per square. 

(This value can range from 5K ohms to 30K ohms. 1 OK ohms is a typical 

value for an N channel device fabricated in a 2 micron P-well process). 

- the metal migration limit for aluminium is 2xl09 amperes per square meter 

[Mead80c]. 
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What is the maximum current per micron width in metal-1 to prevent metal 

migration? 

Metal-1 Cross-section = 0.6µm x 1.0µm 

= 0.6x10-12 m 2 

Current per micron width of metal-1 = 2x109 x 0.6x10-12 

= 1.2 mA 

We need only deal with average current in conductors when calculating metal 

migration since nanosecond pulses two orders of magnitude higher than the DC 

limit can be carried in DC conductors without apparent damage [Mead80c]. 

Assume: 

- The · worst case is for N channel transistors since in general the devices 

are not fully ratioed. 

- Each cell has one 6 x 2 lambda N channel transistor that switches "ON". 

- The rail supplying the N channel transistors is 5 lambda wide. 

- I (t) is an exponential function that runs for two time constants. This 

allows the output to settle to within 14% of the final voltage thus leaving 

good noise margins. It represents about the fastest that one could clock a 

circuit and yet retain good noise margin. 

To find the mean current we must solve for: 
T 

lav = 1/T J/(t)dt where T is in time constants and equals 2 

2 
= 1/2 J (/ max)e -t dt 

0 

= f max / 2.31 

Hence: 

/ max = 2.31 X / av 
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If lav is 1.2m.A x 5).. = 6m.A (the metal migration limit in a 5 lambda wide supply 

track) then: 

/ max = 13.9m.A 

The "ON" resistance per cell: 

R0 " = gate resistance I width of gate in squares 

= IOK 13 

= 3.3K ohms 

What is the maximum current per cell? 

/ max = V I R011 

= 5 I 3300 

= I.Sm.A per cell 

Thus, the maximum number of cells in an uninterrupted row: 

N max = 13.9mA / l.SmA 

= 9.3 cells 

However, on average only 1/2 the cells in a row are switching low at any given 

time (on average half the cells will switch high and half low). Therefore the 

maximum number of cells in a row is: 

N max = 18 cells 

If not all the cells switch at their maximum rate (which likely they won't) then 

more cells can be placed in a row without the introduction of new power. Area-

sonable upper limit on the number of cells is difficult to establish since the 

current drawn is dependent on the logical behavior. A practical upper limit turns 

out to be 30 cells for circuits such as combinational logic where only portions of 

the circuit will evaluate at any given time. 
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Another issue is supply rail width. Supply rails must be centered on a C-grid line 

but may occupy more than a single C-grid line in width. The widths of supply rails 

are quantized to widths which result in no design rule violations for adjacent intercon-

nect or cells. Valid supply rail widths are listed in table 3-4. 

Table 3-4: Valid Supply Rail Widths 

Width* 4 5 20 36 52 68 84 100 116 132 148 164 180 196 

Metal-I 

Metal-2 

* width is in lambda units 

Layer changes for supply rails are allowed (eg. switching a supply from the 

metal-1 layer to the metal-2 layer). When a layer change occurs, more than one single 

metal-1/ metal-2 via should usually be used to reduce the via resistance. Such a layer 

change should be done by creating a cell (of class composition) in which several 

metal-1/ metal-2 vias are placed to contact the two rails. Such a cell is shown in 

figure 3-3 . 
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Figure 3-3. A Supply Rail Layer Change Cell 

3.6. Summary 

At the close of this chapter, we have completed the description of both the archi-

tectural rules for GCLIB leaf cells and the built-in methodology for constructing 

GCLIB sub-systems (composition cells) which are guaranteed to be free from design 

rule violations. The next three chapters list the current library elements, and then give 

examples of entering new leaf cells conforming to GCLIB rules, and constructing 

larger sub-systems from GCLIB elements. 
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CHAPTER 4. A CHRESTOMA THY OF CELLS 

4.1. Introduction 

The previous chapters have described the rules and rationale of the GCLIB archi-

tecture. This chapter presents a selection of standard and composition cells which 

have been implemented to specification. They represent a small set of cells from 

which a large number of more complex circuits may be implemented. They also serve 

as examples from which other primitive cells may be designed. 

Each cell is described in terms of various views. Most cells have associated with 

them four views: 

1. A schematic diagram, which describes the circuit at its lowest structural level; 

that is, as a network of interconnected transistors. 

2. A logic diagram which shows the circuit at the level of its logical representation. 

3. An input/output diagram which outlines the physical places where connection 

points into and out of the cell are available. 

4. A plot of the cell's physical layout. 

These views provide the designer with all the necessary physical and structural infor-

mation needed to compose the cells into more complex circuits and systems. 

The Cells presented in this chapter were designed and implemented by Richard 

Schediwy (University of Calgary) and Simon Williams (University of Calgary). They 

were constructed using the Electric design system and are distributed as a package 

included in that system. All cells abide by the rules of the GCLIB architecture as well 

as the generalized CMOS design rules. All layouts have been verified by comparing 

extracted layout networks to their corresponding schematic networks. Most of the 

cells presented here have also been verified by fabrication. The cells which have not 

as yet been fabricated are presently being fabricated. 
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4.2. Standard Cells 

This section presents select standard cells which follow GCLIB and GCMOS 

rules. The scale of the layouts is 4 lamtxia per centimeter allowing the reader to 

measure lambda distances with a ruler. The scale of the input/output diagrams is 8 

lambda per centimeter. The cells are organized alphabetically and are listed as fol-

lows: 

4.2.1. FTP.v2 Provides a single feed-through conductor (in polysilicon). 

4.2.2. INV.1.v2 A low power (low fan-out) inverter cell. 

4.2.3 . INV.3.v2 A high power (high fan-out) inverter cell. 

4.2.4. MCE2.v2 Provides a two input Muller C function (rendezvous func-

tion). 

4.2.5. MEX2.v2 A two input mutual exclusion circuit. 

4.2.6. NAND2.v2 A two input NAND function. 

4.2.7. NAND3.v2 A three input NAND function. 

4.2.8. NOR2.v2 A two input NOR function. 
4.2.9. NOR3.v2 A three input NOR function. 

4.2.10. SRFF.v2 A standard set-reset flip-flop. 

4.2.11. SST.v2 Provides a ground contact to substrate and power contact to 

well. 

4.2.12. TGT.1.v2 A small device complementary transmission gate. 



4.2.1. FEED-THROUGH (Polysilicon) 

Cell Name: FTP.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: Provides a single feed-through conductor (in polysilicon). 

Size: 1 C x 11 C (8 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm= 4 lambda 

Designer: R. Schediwy 

Description: FfP.v2 is used to route a signal path through a row of standard 

cell placements. Its use eliminates the need to route signals 

around the end of cell rows. Metal-2 may also be used for such 

routing (since it is never used within a GCLIB standard cell). 

However, the use of FfP.v2 cells instead of metal-2 interconnect 

allows composition cells to gain metal-2 independence. 
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Figure 4-1. FfP.v2 Logic and 1/0 Diagrams 
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Figure 4-2. FfP.v2 Layout 



4.2.2. INVERTER (Small) 

Cell Name: INV.1.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: A low power (low fan-out) inverter cell. 

Size: 2C x 11 C ( 16 lamlxia x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lamlxia 

Designer: R. Schediwy and S. Williams 

Description: INV.1.v2 provides a logical invert function. Its internal devices 

are small and it is intended for low fan-out applications. It is not 

intended for use as a high fan-out inverting buff er stage. The 

internal device sizes are of minimum viable size ( 6 lambda x 2 

lamlxia) and are not ratioed. INV.1.v2 works equally well if 

fabricated in an N-well process as P-well. 
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Figure 4-3. INV .1. v2 Logic, Schematic and I/O Diagrams 
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Figure 4-4. INV.1.v2 Layout 



4.2.3. INVERTER (Large) 

Cell Name: INV.3.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: A high power (high fan-out) inverter cell. 

Size: 2C x llC (16 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lambda 

Designer: R. Schediwy and S. Williams 

Description: INV.3.v2 provides a high fan-out logical invert function. Its 

internal devices are as large as possible in a 2C wide standard 

cell and has a drive capability of approximately 3 times that of 

INV.1.v2. The internal devices are ratioed to provide maximum 

performance if fabricated in a P-well process. 
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Figure 4-5. INV.3.v2 Logic, Schematic and I/O Diagrams 
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Figure 4-6. INV.3.v2 Layout 



4.2.4. MULLER C ELEMENT 

Cell Name: MCE2.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: Provides a two input Muller C function (rendezvous function). 

Size: SC x 1 lC (40 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lambda 

Designer: S.Williams 

Description: MCE2.v2 is a Muller C function used to rendezvous two input 

signals [Seit80]. It is a binary storage device whose output value 

becomes 1 if the value both its inputs are 1; and whose output 

value becomes 0 if both its inputs are 0. If its inputs differ then 

the value of its output remains that which it was the last time 

both inputs were the same. Hence, it signals when both inputs 

rendezvous. Muller C elements are essential functions for syn-

chronizing signals in asynchronous systems. MCE2. v2 is ratioed 

to provide best performance if fabricated in a P-well process. Its 

output drive capability is slightly greater than that if INV .1.v2 

but not as high as that of INV.3.v2. 
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Figure 4-7. MCE2.v2 Logic, Schematic and I/O Diagrams 
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Figure 4-8. MCE2.v2 Layout 



4.2.5. MUTUAL EXCLUSION CIRCUIT 

Cell Name: 

Cell Type: 

Function: 

Size: 

Scale: 

Designer: 

Description: 

MEX2.v2 

Standard Cell 

A two input mutual exclusion circuit. 

6C x llC (48 lambda x 88 lambda) 

1 cm = 4 lambda 

R. Schediwy 

MEX2.v2 provides a mutual exclusion function for two input sig-

nals [Seit80]. It is also referred to as an interlock element 

[Mead80d]. This circuit takes two asynchronous request signals 

as input and arbitrates as to which of those signals first went 

active. If both request signals activate at the same instant then 

MEX2.v2 will arbitrarily acknowledge that one or the other was 

first but, will under no circumstances acknowledge that both went 

active. This function is essential for circuits where two reques-

ters want to share a single resource. Arbiters which follow a 4-

cycle signaling convention of REQl/ACKl and REQ2/ACK2 

require such mutual exclusion circuits. Simulations of MEX2.v2 

show no detectable oscillatory behavior [Chan73] although 

metastability is a fact of life. This cell is does not use ratioed 

devices and hence does not prefer P-well or N-well fabrication. 

Its output drive is slightly less than INV.1.v2 
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Figure 4-9. MEX2. v2 Logic and Schematic Diagrams 
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Figure 4-10. MEX2. v2 I/O Diagram 
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Figure 4-11. MEX2. v2 Layout 



4.2.6. 2 INPUT NAND GATE 

Cell Name: NAND2.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: A two input NAND function. 

Size: 3C x 11 C (24 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lambda 

Designer: R. Schediwy 

Description: NAND2.v2 provides a logical NAND function of two inputs. Its 

internal devices are not ratioed and thus is intended for fabrica-

tion in either a P-well or N-well process. The drive capability is 

approximate! y that of INV .1. v2. 
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Figure 4-12. NAND2. v2 Logic, Schematic and 1/0 Diagrams 
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Figure 4-13. NAND2.v2 Layout 



4.2.7. 3 INPUT NAND GATE 

Cell Name: NAND3.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: A three input NAND function. 

Size: 4C x 11 C (32 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lambda 

Designer: S. Williams and R. Schediwy 

Description: NAND3.v2 provides a logical NAND function of three inputs. 

Its internal devices are not ratioed and thus is intended for fabri-

cation in either a P-well or N-well process. The drive capability 

is approximate! y that of INV .1. v2. 
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Figure 4-15. NAND3.v2 Layout 



4.2.8. 2 INPUT NOR GA TE 

Cell Name: NOR2.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: A two input NOR function. 

Size: 3C x 11 C (24 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lambda 

Designer: R. Schediwy 

Description: NOR2.v2 provides a logical NOR function of two inputs. Its 

internal devices are not ratioed and thus is intended for fabrica-

tion in either a P-well or N-well process. The drive capability is 

approximate! y that of INV .1. v2. 
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Figure 4-16. NOR2.v2 Logic, Schematic and 1/0 Diagrams 
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Figure 4-17. NOR2.v2 Layout 



4.2.9. 3 INPUT NOR GA TE 

Cell Name: NOR3.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: A three input NOR function. 

Size: 4C x 11 C (32 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lambda 

Designer: S. Williams and R. Schediwy 

Description: NOR3.v2 provides a logical NOR function of three inputs. Its 

internal devices are not ratioed and thus is intended for fabrica-

tion in either a P-well or N-well process. The drive capability is 

approximate! y that of INV .1. v2. 
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Figure 4-18. NOR3.v2 Logic, Schematic and I/O Diagrams 
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Figure 4-19. NOR3.v2 Layout 



4.2.10. SET-RESET FLIP-FLOP 

Cell Name: SRFF.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: A standard set-reset flip-flop. 

Size: 4C x 11 C (32 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lambda 

Designer: R. Schediwy 

Description: SRFF.v2 is a standard non-clocked set-reset flip-flop. It is imple-

mented as cross-coupled NOR gates, thus the sense of its set and 

reset inputs is active high. Its internal devices are ratioed slightly 

toward P-well fabrication however N-well fabrication should not 

result in a significantly slower circuit. The drive capability is 

approximately that of INV.1.v2. 
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Figure 4-20. SRFF.v2 Logic, Schematic and 1/0 Diagrams 
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Figure 4-21. SRFF.v2 Layout 



4.2.11. SUBSTRATE/WELL CONT ACT 

Cell Name: SST. v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: Provides a ground contact to substrate and power contact to well. 

Size: 1 C x 11 C (8 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lambda 

Designer: R. Schediwy 

Description: SST.v2 is intended to be used a general purpose well and sub-

strate contact cell. It should be used within rows of standard 

cells where latch-up is of concern. Although standard cells have 

internal well and substrate contacts, SST. v2 provides extra 

assurance of preventing latchup. If a row of cell placements is 

shorter than adjacent rows and pitch matching is desirable, then 

SST.v2 cells may be placed into that row to act as spacer cells. 
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Figure 4-22. SST.v2 Logic and I/O Diagrams 
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Figure 4-23. SST.v2 Layout 



4.2.12. TRANSMISSION GATE (Small) 

Cell Name: TGT. l.v2 

Cell Type: Standard Cell 

Function: A small device complementary transmission gate. 

Size: 2C x 11 C (16 lambda x 88 lambda) 

Scale: 1 cm = 4 lambda 

Designer: R. Schediwy 

Description: TGT.1.v2 is a transmission gate with complementary devices. It 

requires both a clock signal (active high) to enable the S-device 

and a clock-bar signal (active low) to enable the D-device. Its 

internal devices are of minimum viable size and are not ratioed. 

It may be fabricated equally well in a P-well or N-well process. 

Since its devices are small, it should not be used in high fan-out 

applications such as tri-state bus couplers. 
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Figure 4-24. TGT.l .v2 Schematic and 1/0 Diagrams 
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Figure 4-25. TGT.1.v2 Layout 
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4.3. Composition Cells 

This section provides an example of how composition cells are created. It 

demonstrates the ease with which standard cells may be composed to form more com-

plex circuit elements. These more complex elements may in turn be added to the 

GCLIB library for future use. The provided example shows how standard cells are 

placed into rows and interconnected with the use of interconnect and wiring channels. 

Also shown is the use of metal-2 as an interconnect layer. It should be noted that the 

metal-2 is allowed to route over top of standard cells. The metal-2 interconnect con-

nects into cells though the use of virtual ports and metal-l/metal-2 contacts. 

Composition cells are documented with three illustratipns: 

1. A logic diagram which shows the circuit as a composition of functional elements 

(standard cells). 

2. An input/output diagram which outlines the physical places where connection 

points into and out of the cell are available. 

3. A plot of its internal cell placements and their interconnection. The internal cell 

placements need not be viewed with internal geometry visible since what is con-

tained within their borders is assumed correct and need not be dealt with at this 

higher level of hierarchy. Correct application of composition rules is all the 

verification that need be done for correct physical implementation. 

The plots of cell I/O and layout are to the scale of 10 lambda per centimeter. 



4.3.1. 2 INPUT ARBITER 

Cell Name: ARB2.v2 

Cell Type: Composition Cell 

Function: A two input/ single resource 4-cycle signaling arbiter. 

Size: 17C x 26C (136 lambda x 208 lambda) 

_Scale: 1 cm= 10 lambda 

Designer: S. Williams and R. Schedi wy 

Description: ARB2.v2 is an arbiter which arbitrates between two requesters 

wanting to share a single resource. The arbiter is originally 

described by Charles Seitz [Seit80] and was later improved by 

Dill and Clarke [Dill85] and Martin [Mart85]. This implementa-

tion follows the improvements prescribed by Alain Martin. It 

follows a 4-cycle signaling convention of request and ack-

nowledge signals. The arbiter is a full implementation allowing 

for two requesters, two bus coupling switches, and a single 

shared resource as outlined in [Seit80]. The drive capability of 

all ARB2.v2 output signals is less than that of INV.1.v2 thus pro-

viding best performance if a load of one single INV .1. v2 or less 

is presented. 
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Figure 4-26. ARB2. v2 Logic Diagram 
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Figure 4-28. ARB2.v2 Layout 
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Figure 4-29. ARB2.v2 Expanded Layout 
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CHAPTER S. ADDING A NEW ST AND ARD CELL 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter provides an example of the steps a designer must go through in 

order to add a standard cell to the GCLIB library. It is written in a tutorial style with 

the design steps presented in chronological order. The presentation example is the 

MEX2.v2 cell shown in section 4.2.5. 

The structure of this chapter outlines the steps for providing a refined 

specification, implementing a physical layout, and verifying the design. The process 

of a cell's construction is top-down with iteration if specifications have not been met. 

Many of the implementation steps may be aided with the incorporation of design aids 

and design automation. 

5.2. Logic and Schematic Representations 

The first step in the design of a standard cell is to provide a well documented 

specification of both the functionality of the cell and the network of transistors which 

will comprise the cell. These specifications are called the logic diagram and 

schematic diagram correspondingly. They are provided in the form of annotated 

diagrams. 

The logic diagram is comprised of a network of interconnected logic elements, 

such as NAND and NOR gates. It represents an abstract view of the circuit at the 

level of logical functionality rather than the more detailed switch level ( or analog) 

view described in the schematic diagram. It provides the designer with a feel for the 

function without requiring an enumeration of 1 'sand O's on a network of transistors. 

The logic diagram presents all input and output signals of the cell but does not 
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generally deal with details such as power and ground (unless those signals are 

required as sources of logic values). Sometimes, in the construction of a logic 

diagram, the addition of primitive elements such as transistors is unavoidable. For 

example, a transmission gate cell does not have a standard logic representation and 

therefore the logic and schematic diagrams become the same. 

Our example, the MEX2. v2, requires such primitive elements in addition to logic 

elements. Ground is required as a source of a logic O and transistors are required since 

this circuit's behavior has a strong analog component. The logic diagram for MEX2 

is shown in figure 5-1. 

A2 

Rl 

R2 
q7 q6 Al 

Figure 5-1. Logic Diagram of MEX2. v2 

The schematic diagram is a detailed view of the circuit in terms of its transistor 

components. The schematic diagram has a one-to-one correspondence with the layout 

of the cell. All transistor, capacitive and resistive elements of significance to the 

correct operation of the cell are included. Input and output signals are shown (as they 

are in the logic diagram) as well as power and ground. Since a one-to-one correspon-

dence exists with the cell's layout, all circuit elements should be numbered so they 

can later be mapped to the annotated layout. This eases the layout task and results in 

fewer layout errors. The schematic diagram for MEX2.v2 is shown in figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2. Schematic Diagram of MEX2.v2 

At this stage the designer has a concise specification for the cell and may proceed 

to detennine the optimal sizes of devices within the cell. This can be accomplished by 

several methods: circuit level simulation, formal timing analysis or simply by the 

heuristics which an experienced designer acquires. The most common form of 

analysis is accomplished with the use of a circuit level simulator such as SPICE. 
Simulation, at this point, usually involves the designer considering first order effects 

and estimating or disregarding second order effects. Fine tuning of the circuit can be 

done later when the designer has a better feeling for the layout. A good starting point 

for simulation is to consider device sizes and estimate such influencing factors as 

active region parasitics. Lesser parasitics, such as metal-1 and polysilicon capaci-

tances are usually disregarded at this stage. The work involved in simulation can be 

reduced with the use of a circuit extractor design aid, that creates a simulator compa-

tible circuit model directly from the schematic. Once the accurate device sizes have 

been determined, the designer proceeds to the physical layout of the cell. 
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5.3. Physical Cell Construction: Layout 

The layout of a standard cell begins with the selection of a standard cell frame. 

The choice of frame size is initially based on the cell's input/output signal require-

ments. Since all input and output signals should be available on the cell's south face, 

the frame size choice is initially determined by the number of ports required. The cell 

frame should instantiated. The remaining actual layout geometry is overlayed onto 

the frame. Notice that a different size frame may be substituted at any time in the 

design process should the chosen size prove inappropriate. 

Once a frame is chosen, the supply rails may be added. Both the power and 

ground rails are 5 lambda wide and are constructed so that their ends terminate flush 

with the frame's port markers. The power (PWR) rail is implemented at the 9th port 

position and the ground (GND) rail at the 10th (note: ports are numbered from the 

south face). The PWR and GND ports are exported as described in section 2.7. 

Next, a well region is added so that its top is coincident with the frame's well 

marker division and its sides and bottom extend 4 lambda beyond the frames border. 

The cell has now been partioned into regions where D-type and S-type transistors will 

be placed. Figure 5-3 shows the initial 4 C wide frame chosen for MCE2.v2 with sup-

ply rails and D-well added. 

The designer may now create all transistor structures with the sizes which were 

determined in the simulation of the circuit. The transistors can be placed randomly 

within their appropriate select or D-well region. Their final placements and orienta-

tion will be determined once an internal routing strategy has been established. The 

transistors should be annotated in accordance with the schematic representation. 

All cells are required to contain substrate and well clamping contacts. These 

structures are added to the layout, again, using more or less random placement. In 

general, the substrate contact will reside under the GND rail and should initially be 

placed there. The number of substrate and well contacts is determined by the cell 
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Figure 5-3. Initial Standard Cell Frame with Supply Rails and D-well 
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size, but unless the cell is large (wide), say 6 C, a single one of each is sufficient. Fig-

ure 5-4 depicts MEX2. v2 at the stage where transistors and clamping contacts have 

been randomly added. 

The devices which have been placed must now be interconnected using metal-1, 

polysilicon and active layers (no metal-2!). Several things should be kept in mind 

while doing this. A power rail descender will almost always be required to supply the 
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Figure 5-4. MEX2. v2 with Randomly Placed Transistors and Clamping Contacts. 

well devices. In addition, all I/O should be routed to the south face of the cell. The 

existing library cells have attempted to keep an output signal at the east of the cell and 

inputs toward the west. This allows cells to abut in a fashion such that data flows 

from the east side of one cell into the west side of the next. Such abutment allows 

cells to be interconnected without running signals out into the wiring channel. 

It is good practice to think about the layout and attempt to develop a sensible 
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plan before blindly beginning the routing. Methods such as STICKS diagrams can be 

of assistance. Another useful practice is to examine the circuit and look for sym-

metry, for the exploitation of symmetry can save much work. 

When routing the cell, the cell frame initially chosen may tum out to be too 

small. This is the case with the MEX2. v2 example. The initial frame was 4 C wide. 

The frame needed to contain all geometry is 6 C in width. Replacing the frame of a 

cell which is under construction is easy. The frame is replaced 1 by erasing the current 

frame and instantiating a new one, the supply rails are lengthened and the well is 

enlarged. Little internal geometry re-arrangement is required at this point since the 

geometry is not yet in its final form. 

The final stage of a cell's layout involves maximizing the number of I/O ports. 

The more ports that exist around a cell's perimeter, the more general the cell later 

becomes. The cell's south face has already been designed with 1/0 in mind. The side 

faces and north face should be designed to have the greatest number of 1/0 ports 

without adversely affecting the internal geometry. Side face ports are often best 

created by utilizing the vertical internal routing wires. These wires are brought to the 

port edges of the cell and ports are created. Virtual ports are the last to be considered 

since there is no absolute requirement to include them in a cell (however, the more 

that exist the better). They should be created wherever possible (as described in sec-

tion 2.7.1.) but again not at the expense of compromising the internal geometry. 

The "finishing touch" is to place a cell-center over the lower left port position of 

the cell. This cell-center becomes the cell's origin and will be used later to align the 

cell with the C-grid. A completed layout for the MEX2.v2 cell is shown in figure 5-5 

(see also section 4.2.5.). 

1 The frame itself is a cell even though it is comprised strictly of symbolic geometry. 
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Figure 5-5. Completed Layout of MEX2.v2 

5.4. Cell Verification 

Power 
Descender 
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Four different types of verification should be performed on a completed cell. 

The first type checks for design rule violations in the internal geometry. This is 

accomplished with the aid of a conventional design rule checker such as the one 

included within Electric. 
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The second form of verification ensures that the cell conforms to the de-sign-

rule-derived and standard-cell-specific border constraints. This task is very similar in 

nature to design rule checking. Some design rule checkers may allow the incorpora-

tion of the extra rules for standard cells. The cell border can be considered an addi-

tional process layer against which the internal geometry must be checked. Thus, the 

design rule checker may perform this validation step as well. 

Network consistency checking is the next form of verification. It requires a 

design aid which is capable of extracting network descriptions (graphs) from both the 

schematic representation as well as the layout. These extracted networks are com-

pared using a graph comparison design aid [Spic85] to verify isomorphism. 

The final check performed verifies that the cell's intended performance goal has 

been achieved. This is accomplished by the re-simulation of the cell at the circuit 

level. Simulation should have been done initially at the schematic level, however, this 

time the re-simulation should more accurately model the parasitic and second order 

effects. If the performance goal has not been met, the cell's layout will require 

change. This will result in a partial, or even entire, re-design of the layout. 

5.5. Cell 1/0 Diagram 

The documentation for all cells within GCLIB (both standard and composition) 

requires the inclusion of a cell I/O diagram. This diagram simply marks and labels the 

port locations in relation to the cell's border. The cell's cell-center is also shown to 

indicate orientation. The exported signal names must correspond to the names of the 

I/O labels. These names have an additional extension which specify the interconnect 

layer which may connect to the port. The extensions are: 
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.p for polysilicon interconnect 

.m for metal-1 interconnect 

.m2 for metal-2 interconnect 

.v for uninstantiated virtual ports 

Port markers are used to indicate the port locations as well as the direction from 

which interconnect must enter the cell. An example of the cell I/O diagram for 

MEX2. v2 is shown in figure 5-6. 

Rl.p A2.p Al.p Rl.p 
Rl.m GND.m Al.m Al.m GND.m IU.m 

Rl.p IU.p 
Rl.m IU.m 

GND.m 

PWLm PWK.m 

Al.m Al.m 

Al.m Al.m 
MEX2.v2 

Rl.p IU.p 
Al.m Al.m 

Rl.p IU.p 
Al.m Al.m 

Rl.p IU.p 
Al.m Al.m 

Rl.p IU.p 
Al.m Al.m 

Rl.p IU.p 
Al.m Al.m 

Rl.p IU.p 
Rl.m IU.m 

Rl.p A2p Al.p Rl.p 
Rl.m Al.m PWa.m PWa.m Al.m IU.m 

Figure 5-6. Cell I/O Diagram of MEX2. v2 
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5.6. Summary 

A description of the steps involved in the construction of a standard cell has been 

presented. The various structural views of a cell, its layout implementation, the cell's 

verification, and its I/O diagram were discussed. The discussion was presented in 

tutorial fashion and has used the design of the MEX2.v2 cell as a running example. 

This description, if used in conjunction with chapters 2 and 3, should provide 

sufficient information for a new user of the GCLIB methodology to design and 

implement a standard cell. Chapter 4 may be used as an additional source of 

examples. 

The process of designing a standard cell could be aided with the incorporation of 

an automated design dialogue. Such a system would guide the designer in a cell's 

implementation and could ensure design consistency. Many of the manual checks 

(such as network consistency) could be hidden from the designer. It could manage a 

central database which contains all the views of a cell and keep it updated. Any 

database inconsistencies could be flagged and the designer notified. 

The tutorial demonstrates the relative ease with which new designers can learn to 

add cells. An undergraduate student at the University of Calgary, Simon Williams, 

was introduced to the design steps in December of 1985. At the time, he had 

rudimentary design experience (having taken a VLSI design course in the department 

of computer science), but had not been introduced to either the GCMOS or GCLIB 

rules. However, in just one week he was able to learn both these sets of rules and add 

several new cells to the library. His experiences are described in [Willi86]. 

This chapter has focussed on the design of a standard cell. The next chapter 

presents some examples of composition cell and chip implementations. 
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CHAPTER 6. EXPERIENCES OF GCLIB USE 

6.1. Introduction 

This chapter gives examples of some real chips composition cells which have 

been implemented using GCLIB. The designs were completed by two first time users 

of the GCLIB methodology. The reader is thus provided with examples of the types 

of system that can be implemented using GCLIB, a by-example-scenario for the 

design of future systems, and a demonstration of the viability of the associated metho-

dology. 

6.2. A Two Input Arbiter Chip 

The two input arbiter is an example of a chip which uses both GCLIB standard 

cells and full custom cells. The chip is comprised of the ARB2. v2 composition cell 

and I/O pads which were added to interface the chip with board level systems. The 

ARB2.v2 arbiter chip was described in section 4.3.1; hence, neither its functional 

description nor its logic diagram are provided in this section. 

The arbiter chip demonstrates how GCLIB standard cells can be integrated with 

full custom methodologies. The pads used on this chip were laid out as optimized full 

custom cells. They are full custom cells which have been "wrapped" to follow the 

rules of composition cells. They were designed by Richard Lyon (SPAR), Richard 

Schediwy (University of Calgary) and John Wawrzynek (Caltech). The pads abut one 

another, but do not follow the abutment strategy of the GCLIB architecture. How-

ever, their interface with the chip's internals does conform (as it must) to the GCLIB 

rules. Figure 6-1 shows the interface between the full custom methodology on the 

exterior of the chip and the GCLIB methodology on the inside of the chip. 



Full Custom 
Methodology 

Interface conforms 
to rules for 
composition cells 

GCLIB Methodology 

PADS 

Figure 6-1. A GCLIB Arbiter Interfacing to Non-GCLIB Pad Cells 
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The interface between the ARB2.v2 composition cell and the pad "frame" is 

accomplished with interconnect wires and supply rails which abide by the GCLIB 

rules. The wires are of valid widths (as per chapter 3) and are routed with C-grid 

alignment. Figure 6-2 shows the entire chip with pad placements and the ARB2.v2 

cell. The Arb2.v2 cell has been expanded to show its internal cell placements. The 

routing of signal lines is done using the metal-2 layer and supply rails are routed in 

metal-1. Figure 6-3 shows a photograph of the fabricated chip. 
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Figure 6-2. Plot of the entire Arbiter Chip 

The chip was built by Simon Williams (University of Calgary). It was designed 

in one day (including the construction of the pad frame), which demonstrates the ease 

of composing library elements to form "real-life" chips. The chip has been fabricated 

by MOSIS, was tested at SPAR and was shown to be operational, except for a wiring 

error where the arbiter's request lines were incorrectly wired to the acknowledge ports 

of the mutual exclusion cell. This problem was corrected and the chip re-submitted 

for fabrication. Had one been available, a network consistency checker (as described 

in section 5.4.) would have detected the incorrect wiring error. 
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Figure 6-3. Photograph of the fabricated Arbiter Chip 
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6.3. A Decoder Sub-System for the ISM Chip 

The decoder sub-system is an example of a reasonably large assemblage of stan-

dard cells. Its logic diagram is shown in figure 6-4. The decoder is a composition cell 

designed by Bill Coates and used in the instruction stream memory chip (ISM) 

[Coat85], which in turn is a sub-system of SPAR's FAIM-1 machine [Davis85]. 

The logic diagram of the decoder is shown in figure 6-4. The decoder translates 

3 opcode bits labeled UT,,, and generates several register transfer control signals. The 

generation of the control signals is synchronized with two request signals. 

The layout of the decoder is shown in figure 6-5. Horizontal metal-1 wires at the 

top of the cell provide the UTn and UTn_bar signals and are routed in typical channel 

routing fashion. Metal-1 wires run longitudinally within the channel and polysilicon 

wires drop orthogonally into the inputs of standard cells. The request and output sig-

nals are routed in the metal-2 layer. They run over the standard cells and connect 

through the use of virtual ports. This is legal because the standard cells use only the 

metal-1 layer. The labeling of the input and output signals is shown in the decoder ' s 

l/O diagram, figure 6-6. This example demonstrates use of several of the GCLIB 

composition rules such as two dimensional standard cell abutment, adjacent port con-

nections and a composition cell border which is coincident with the border of standard 

cells. 

This composition cell is built from two rows of standard cells. The standard 

cells internal to each row abut with east and west neighbors, and the two rows are then 

vertically abutted (the lower row flipped). The vertical cells have metal-1 intercon-

nections between their south faces 1. 

1 The faces of the instantiated cells retain the labeling of the faces of the prototype regardless 
of the orientation of their instantiation. 
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UT2 UT2B UTI UTIB UTO UTOB JUMPREQ 

NOMINATE_NTB _B 
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LD_MB US_B 

vrREQ 

Figure 6-4. Logic Diagram of the ISM Decoder Sub-System 
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Figure 6-5. ISM Decoder Layout 
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LD_MBUS_B.m2 LD_IBUS_B.m2 LD_NTB_B.m2 LD_CIB_B.m2 NOMINATE_NTB_B.m2 
LD _ TIB_B(cnMBUS).m2 LD _ TIB_B(cruBUS).m2 LD _RTB_B.m2 NOMINATE_RTB_B.m2 

Figure 6-6. ISM Decoder I/O Diagram 

6.4. Summary 

Two examples of systems implemented with the GCLIB have been described. 

They demonstrate that the GCLIB methodology can be used to implement sub-

systems and chips which are of practical value. They were constructed by designers 

who had no prior experience with the GCLIB library, showing that the methodology is 

easy to learn. The resulting systems were implemented in much less time than 

corresponding full custom; the decoder consumes only about 20% more area and the 

arbiter the same area (since it is pad limited). 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 

Rapid advances in fabrication technology have given us the potential to imple-

ment systems of a complexity hitherto unattainable. But at present we are unable to 

design effective systems with this complexity. One method of narrowing the gap 

between ideas and their implementation in silicon combines the enforcement of a 

hierarchical design methodology and the use of composition to abstract away detail. 

Many methodologies exist which offer partial solutions to the problem of design 

complexity. At the technological end of the design spectrum, we may cite the gate 

array, gate matrix, programmable logic array (PLA) and standard cell styles, all of 

which abstract away low level detail. They allow a shorter design cycle and/or may 

give guarantees of correct implementation, but compromises performance and/or lay-

out density. None offer the ability to use a single methodology in a consistent 

hierarchical fashion. For example, a PLA cannot contain within itself other instances 

of PLAs. Many are also restrictive as to the type of circuits that can be implemented. 

Silicon compilers also present a partial solution to the problem of design com-

plexity. They allow for a high level specification of the design which is automatically 

translated to physical layout. Whilst such systems hold much promise, current silicon 

compiler systems can only deal with a very restricted domain of circuit implementa-

tions (for example data-path compilers). In other words, while silicon compilers do 

span the whole range from specification to layout, they only do it for a vary narrow 

range. 

Improvements in fabrication technology now occur very frequently. Many of the 

chips that are under construction today will have a long design cycle due to their 

innate complexity and the poor quality of current design tools. We are also faced with 

an inability to verify large designs. Complexity has made traditional verification 

methods intractable. As a result, many costly design iterations are usually required. 
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Thus if a chip is targeted at a specific design process it will be less than state-of-the-

art by the time of its completion. The design will also have a short longevity. 

GCLIB offers a partial solution to the above problems. It provides composition 

rules and acts as a broad general base for high level design tools. It also provides 

library longevity and facilitates the integration of other design methodologies. This 

chapter contains a brief discussion of the current status of the GCLIB library and 

methodology and how it solves some of the aforementioned problems. It also presents 

suggestions for improvements and enhancements. 

7.1. Summary of Work Done 

A broad-base methodology for VLSI design has been described. It tackles the 

problems of complexity by developing a concise and simple set of rules for hierarchi-

cal cell and sub-system composition. The problems of design verification, specifically 

design rule checking, are eased by providing "fire-walls" between cell implementa-

tions. Design generality is accomplished through the adoption of the grounded sub-

strate convention which allows designs to be fabricated in either a P-well or N-well 

process. In addition, the use of generalized CMOS design rules isolates designs from 

any dependence on one specific fabrication process. Most present and many future P-

well or N-well bulk CMOS processes are acceptable, either in single or double metal. 

These rules also cater to design longevity since they are scalable down to a lambda 

value of 0.6 microns. Hence, chips being designed today will be compatible with 

state-of-the-art processes on their completion. 

The methodology partitions cells into one of two classes: standard cells and com-

position cells. Rules for the design of such cells are provided. Cells constructed using 

other methodologies can be integrated into the GCLIB methodology by a bounding 

GCLIB border which makes them conform with the GCLIB rules. 
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Standard cells comprise a tightly constrained family of cells. They are composed 

in rows of abutting cells. Cell interconnection is provided by means of channel rout-

ing and by connections made through adjacent 1/0 ports. Power and ground rails are 

implicitly routed within cells thus obviating the need for explicit routing by the 

designer. Standard cells are ideal for the construction of "random logic" circuits, such 

as control sections. For such circuits, they result in designs which approach the speed 

of full custom implementations and consume approximately 20% more area. How-

ever, the design time for circuit implementation using standard cells is dramatically 

reduced over full custom implementations. 

Composition cells are a class of cells which conform to a less constrained set of 

rules than standard cells. They are, however, fully compatible with standard cells. 

Unlike standard cells, they may not abut with other c~lls, but instead are separated by 

one C-grid unit. Composition cells are governed by rules which define their borders 

and I/O ports. They are composed of placements of standard, composition or non-

GCLIB cells. The internals of composition cells need not follow the rules of the 

GCLIB methodology but their borders and ports must. This definition permits the 

incorporation of any cell into the library provided that it is "wrapped" - i.e. its inter-

face follows the GCLIB rules. 

Interconnection of cells is accomplished through the use of wires which are cen-

tered on a grid called the C-grid. When used with wires of uniform width and GCLIB 

cells, the GCLIB ensures that no design rule violations occur. 

A library of cells has been implemented which follows the GCLIB methodology. 

This library is documented both in the physical as well as the structural domains. The 

cells of the library have been tested to verify their validity. The viability of the 

methodology has been demonstrated by the implementation of several designs. Some 

of these designs were implemented by designers who had not used the GCLIB metho-

dology or library before. This confirms that the methodology is easy to learn. 
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7.2. Future Work 

Three suggestions are offered for future work on the GCLIB. They are: 

1. cell ratioing, 

2. electrical characterization and 

3. embedding GCLIB in a general CAD system. 

Cell ratioing - When the initial cells GCLIB library were implemented, they 

were designed to offer their best performance in P-well fabrication process. This was 

accomplished by ratioing the sizes of P-devices to N-devices. Later cells did not 

incorporate this view of ratioing since the performance gain turned out to be minimal, 

and it came at the cost of leaving the cells less well suited for N-well fabrication. 

Non-ratioed cells provide greater library flexibility with minimal performance cost. 

The optimal ratioing of P-devices to N-devices in cascaded inverting stages can 

be shown to be (K,,.IKp)'12 , where K is the process gain factor. If we assume the K of 

N-devices to be twice that of the P-devices, the optimal ratioing amounts to only 

1.414. A small mis-match of device K 's can be shown to have minimal effect on 

speed if the rule of optimal fan-out [Mead80e] is observed. This is because the cas-

caded stages are operating in a flat region of the delay vs. fan-out curve [Mead80e]. 

This curve tells us that a mis-match in fan-out of +-2 will have only a small effect on 

delay since a mis-match in device sizes amounts to the same thing as a mis-match in 

fanout. Hence, non-ratioing will have little effect. This conclusion is supported by 

Weste [West85]. 

Some work is required to upgrade several of the existing cells to be consistent 

with this new ratioing philosophy. 

Electrical characterization - This thesis has focussed on design issues primarily 

_ at the physical level. Cells within the library are described and characterized in both 

the physical and structural domains. It is necessary that these cells also be character-

ized in terms of their behavior. In particular, cells need attached logical behaviors as 
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well as electrical/timing information. Some thought has been given to the problem of 

assigning electrical/timing behavior, however, difficulties exist in providing a concise, 

yet accurate, model of performance. Several factors influence this model. Perhaps the 

most difficult of these lies in providing an accurate description of delay. Delay is 

heavily influenced by three factors. 

1. The delay of a function is dependent on the loading of its output. A solution is to 

use the principle of superposition and compute the delay as the sum of delays 

due to internal and external causes. The first component represents the delay a 

signal encounters when propagating though the function when it is not driving 

any load (i.e. zero fan-out). We call this the internal delay. The second com-

ponent is an "R" value assigned to the output which, when multiplied by the "C" 

presented by a load, produces an "RC" delay time which is added to the internal 

delay of the function to represent the overall delay. However, in some cases the 

loading of an output can only be determined at run-time (vs. statically deter-

mined from a network description). For example, when an output encounters 

two transmission-gates, each driving a different load, then if the transmission-

gates have different "ON" functions, their loading effect cannot be determined 

statically. 

2. Another problem exists with case 1 in that both the values of the internal delay 

as well _ as the delay due to the output "R" are affected by the rise/fall slopes of 

the input signals. A more detailed model could be attempted taking a third slope 

component into account. Unfortunately, the effect of this parameter cannot be 

determined statically, since the slope presented at a cell's inputs can only be 

determined accurately at run time. For example, the fall time of a driving NOR 

gate will be less if both inputs evaluate concurrently than if only one evaluates. 

3. It is arbitrarily difficult to assign a value to the internal delay since that value is 

dependent on the run-time behavior of the function. E.g. given a full-adder, what 

delay value is assigned to its carry output? At least two distinct values are possi-

ble since the carry circuitry will be optimized for the propagate and not the gen-

erate path. 
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Embedding of GCLIB into a CAD system - Another direction for future -work 

will be to embed the GCLIB into higher level design systems. Such work is being 

undertaken at the University of Calgary 

7.3. Concluding Remarks 

This thesis has attempted to lessen the problems of complex design by develop-

ing a methodology which allows abstraction and composition. It has presented a par-

tial solution to the problems of attaining quick design cycles and correct implementa-

tions. Hierarchy is exploited allowing for an ever expanding library of circuit imple-

mentations, all consistent with one another. A library of primitive circuit ·elements 

has been designed. These elements are composable into more complex elements and, 

ultimately, systems. The resulting elements are, in turn, consistent with one another 

and are retained in the library for future use. The library elements are designed with 

generality and longevity in mind. The methodology, in addition, provides a funda-

mental broad base for design automation tools. 
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APPENDIX I. DEFINITIONS 

border constraints 

Spacing rules which govern how geometry internal to a cell may be placed in re-

lation to that cell's border. Border constraints are required to prevent design rule 

violations from occurring when cells are placed and interconnected. 

cell-origin 

The composition grid alignment point of a standard or composition cell. Normal-

ly the cell-origin is placed in the lower left corner of the cell. 

composition cell 

A cell, which may contain sub-cells, that follow all rules of ports and border con-

straints. 

composition design levels 

Levels of hierarchy of design (in the GCLIB architecture) where the objects be-

ing placed and interconnected are all standard cells or composition cells. No 

primitive geometry other than that used for interconnect is allowed at composi-

tion design levels. 

composition grid 

A design grid which is coarser than the lambda grid and is used for the imple-
mentation of cells above the leaf cell levels of hierarchy. 
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contact structure 

An object for connecting two different layers of interconnect wires. The contact 

structure consists of a contact or via cut in addition to squares of the appropriate 

layers required to make a design rule correct connection. 

export 

The process of taking an object, which is contained within a cell, and making it 

visible at the next higher level of hierarchy. Exporting usually pertains to ports. 

general port 

A port located on the periphery of the containing cell that has real geometry as-

sociated with it. Valid layers for general ports are metal 1, metal 2, and polysili-

con. 

interconnect 

Wires and contact structures used to form conducting paths to connect the ports 

of cells. All interconnect is required to be centered on the composition grid. 

leaf-cell 

An atomic cell at the lowest level of the design hierarchy. No cells can be con-

tained within a leaf-cell. 

packed interconnect 

Interconnect tracks packaged within a composition cell to space them more 

closely than would be possible if the tracks were centered on the C-grid. 
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A location exported from within a cell to the next higher level of hierarchy for 

the purpose of providing a connection point. All signals which enter or leave the 

cell must do so through ports. Power and ground rails also must connect to a cell 

through ports. 

standard cell 

A cell belonging to a family of tightly constrained leaf-cells which are of a stan-

dard height and are capable of abutting to other standard cells. Standard cells are 

the only cells which are allowed to abut. 

standard cell frame 

A symbolic template from which standard cells are designed. The cell frame 

identifies important regions of the cell such as the cell border and port locations 

to the designer. 

virtual port 

A special type of port which does not have actual geometry to allow direct inter-

connect. Virtual ports represent a possible location where metal-2 can connect to 

a cell, but the connection cannot be made until a metal-I/ metal-2 contact struc-

ture is placed over the port at the next higher level of hierarchy. 
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APPENDIX II. GCLIB RULE SUMMARY 

THE COMPOSITION GRID 
Rule# Rule Specification 

0.0 C grid verticies are spaced by 8 lamlxia 

DESIGN-RULE-DERIVED BORDER CONSTRAINTS 
Rule# Layer Minimum In-Set Distance from Cell Border 

1.0 Metal-1 2 lamlxia 
1.1 Metal-2 2 lamlxia 
1.2 Pol ysilicon 1 lamlxia 
1.3 Active (Sor D type) 2 lamlxia ( 1.5 lambda for 5x5 contact areas) 
1.4 Select 0 lamlxia (-0.5 lamlxia for 5x5 contact areas) 
1.5 Well -4 lamlxia ( recommended rule: allow well area 

: to be as large as possible with full 
: 4 lambda outset from cell border) 

1.6 Select within a well -2 lambda ( facilitates well contacts) 

I STANDARD-CELL-SPECIFIC BORDER CONSTRAINTS 
1 Rule# Pertaining To Rule Specification 

2.0 Cell Height 11 C-units (11 ports) 
2.1 GND Port Centered on Port 10 (10th from south border) 
2.2 PWR Port Centered on Port 9 ( 9th from south border) 

: 2.3 PWRandGND 5 lambda 
I 
I Track Width i 
I 2.4 D-Well edge 34 lambda up from south border 



PORT RULES 
Rule# Rule Specification 

Rule# 
4.0 

4.1 

4.2 
4.3 
4.4 

3.0 All ports are pins 4x4 lambda in size 
3.1 Ports are centered on C grid verticies 

INTERCONNECT RULES 
Rule Specification 

Valid Arc Layers: 
- Metal 1 
- Metal 2 
- Polysilicon 

Valid Contacts and Vias: 
- Metal 1 
- Polysilicon 
- Stacked contacts are dis-allowed 

All arcs are centered on C grid 
All contacts and vias are centered on C grid 
Any arcs or contacts may be placed on the first 
C grid outside any standard or composition cell. 
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STANDARD CELL PLACEMENT RULES 

E = East standard cell face 
W = West standard cell face 

I N = North standard cell face 
I S = South standard cell face 
i 
i 

I Rule# Face to Face Spacing 
i 
I 

I 

l 
I 

5.0* EorW to EorW 0 C-units 
5.1 EorW to NorS 1 C-unit 
5.2 N to N 0 C-units 

5.3 N to S, E, orW 1 C-unit 

5.4 s to s 0 C-units 
5.5 s to N, E, orW 1 C-unit 

* Rule 5.0 requires that the abutting standard cells 
be aligned with respect to north and south faces. 

Nonh Face 

West Face East Face 

Origin 

South Face 

A STANDARD CELL AS VIEWED EXTERNALLY 
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Fixed Height 
Supply Rails 

Select Region 

D-Well Region 

/_ Cell Origin 

ST AND ARD-CELL-SPECIFIC BORDER CONSTRAINTS 
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Symbolic 
Port 
Markers 



2 Lambda 

2Lambda 

1.0 Metal 1 to Border 

2 Lambda 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

llllllf immmmm 
T 

i.-- 21..ambda 

1.3 Active to Border 
Note: 1.5 lambda is allowed for 

metal 1/activc contacts 

----- 0 Lambda 

0 Lambda 

1.4 Select to Border 
Note: -0.5 lambda is allowed for 

metal 1/activc contaetS 

- --------------------- --

2 Lambda 

2 Lambda 

1.1 Metal2 to Border 

I~ lLambda 

1.2 Poly to Border 

, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,,, , ... ,,,,,,, , , ,, ,,,,,,, 

; :; :; :; :; :; :; :;:; :;:: :; :; :; :; :; :; :; :; :; :; :; :; : 
, :, :, :, :, :, :, :, :, :,:,', :, :, :, :, :; :; :; :; :, :, ' 

1.5 Well to Border 
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DESIGN-RULE-DERIVED BORDER CONSTRAINTS 
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APPENDIX III. GENERALIZED CMOS DESIGN RULE SUMMARY 

Appendix III is a re-print of a chapter from Carver Mead's new book Analog 

VLSI and Neural Systems. Many thanks to Carver Mead and Addison-Wesley Pub-

lishing Company for permitting the inclusion of this work. 

Carver A. Mead 

ANALOG 
VLSI AND NEURAL 

SYSTEMS 

This is a preliminary version of material being prepared for publication. The 
author would appreciate notification of errors and proposals to improve the clar-
ity of the material. Please include the following information: your name and 
address , the date of the preliminary, the page a.nd line numbers, the incident, 
and your proposal. 

© 1986 Carver A. Mead 
Computer Science 

California Institute of Technology 
Pa.sadena., CA 91125 



INTEGRATED SYSTEM FABRICATION 

The series of steps by which a geometric pattern or set of geometric patterns is 
transformed into an operating integrated system is called a wafer fabrication 
process, or simply a proce$$. An integrated system in MOS technology consists 
of a number of superimposed layers of conducting, insulating, and transistor-
forming materials. By arranging predetermined geometric shapes in each of 
these layers, a system of the required function may be constructed. The task of 
designers of integrated systems is to devise the geometric shapes and to determine 
their locations in each of the various layers of the system. The task of the process 
itself is to create the layers and transfer into each of them the geometric shapes 
determined by the system design . 

Modern wafer fabrication is probably the most exacting production process 
ever developed . Since the 1950s, enormous human resources have been expended 
by the industry to perfect the myriad details involved. The impurities in ma-
terials and chemical reagents are measured in parts per billion. Dimensions a.re 
controlled to a few parts per million. Each step has been carefully devised to pro-
duce some circuit feature with the minimum possible deviation from the ideal 
behavior. The results have been little short of spectacular: chips with many 
hundreds of thousands of transistors a.re being produced for under ten dollars 
each . In addition, wafer fabrication has reached a level of maturity such that 
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t he system designer need not be concerned with the fine details of its execution. 
The following sections present a broad overview sufficient to convey the ideas in-
volved ; in particular, we will examine those processes relevant to system design . 
Our formulation of the basic concep ts anticipates the evolution of the technology 
toward ever finer dimensions . 

In this chapter we describe the patterning sequence and how it is applied in 
a simple, specific integrated system process: CMOS. As in any other integrated 
technology, CMOS circuits are built up on the flat surface of a highly polished 
slab of single crystal silicon ; such a slab is called a wafer. 

PATTERNING 
The overall fabrication process consists of the patterning of a particular u-
quence of successive layer!. These layers are built up in the dimension perpen-
dicular to the surface. The complexity of the circuit along the surface can be 
very large, but that perpendicular to the surface is limited by the number of 
layers in the process. The patterning steps by which geometrical shapes are 
transferred into a layer of the final system are very similar for ea.eh of the layers. 
You will be able to visualize the overall process more easily if we first describe 
the details of patterning one layer . We can then examine the particular sequence 
of layers used in the process to build up an integrated system, without repeating 
the details of patterning for each of the layers. 

A common step in many processes is the creation of a. silicon dioxide insu-
lating layer on the surface of a silicon wafer. Sections of the insulating layer 
are then removed selectively, exposing the underlying silicon. We will use this 
step for our patterning example. It begins with a bare , polished silicon wafer, 
shown in cross-section in Figure 1. The wafer is exposed to oxygen in a high-
temperature furnace to grow a uniform layer of silicon dioxide on its surface 
(Figure 2). After the wafer is cooled, it is coated with a thin film of organic 
"resist" material (Figure 3) . The resist is thoroughly dried and baked to ensure 
its integrity. The wafer is now ready for the patterning to begin. 

At the time of wafer fabrication , the pattern to be transferred to the wafer 
surface exists as a mask. A mask is merely a transparent support material 
coated with a thin layer of opaque material. Certain portions of the coating are 
removed, leaving opaque material on the mask in the precise pattern required 
on the silicon surface. The dark areas of opaque material on the surface of the 
mask are located where the designer wants to leave silicon dioxide on the surface 
of the silicon. Openings in the mask correspond to areas where the designer 
wants to remove silicon dioxide from the silicon surf ace. An image of the mask 
is projected onto the wafer surface using an intense source of ionizing radiation , 
such as ultraviolet light or low-energy X rays. (Figure 4.) The radiation is 
stopped in areas where the mask has opaque material on its surface . Where 
there is no opaque material on the mask surface, the ionising radiation passes 
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Si 

Figure 1 Bare wafer . 

Figure 2 Oxidation . 

through into the resist , the silicon dioxide , and silicon. The ionizing radiation has 
little effect on the silicon dioxide and silicon , but it breaks down the molecular 
structure of the resist into considerably smaller molecules. 

We have chosen as an illustration a positive-resist proces~-in which case the 
resist material remaining after exposure and development corresponds to the 
dark areas in the original pattern. Negative resists can al.so be used, but positive 
resists are typically workable to finer feature sizes and have become dominant 
for that reason. 

After expoeure to the ionizing radiation, the wafer has the characteristics 
shown in Figure 5. In a.rea.s exposed to the radiation , the resist molecules have 
been broken down to much lighter molecular weight than that of unexposed resist 
molecules. The solubility of organic molecules in various organic solvents is a very 
steep function of the molecular weight of the molecules. It is possible to dissolve 
exposed resist material in solvents that will not dissolve the unexposed resist 
material. The resist can thus be "developed" (Figure 6) by merely immersing 
the silicon wafer in a suitable solvent. 

Up to this point, the original pattern has been transferred as a corresponding 
pattern into the resist material on the surface of the silicon dioxide. The same 
pattern can now be transferred to the silicon dioxide itself by exposing the wafer 
to an etchant: a reactive ionized gas that will etch silicon dioxide but will not 
attack either the organic reeist material or the silicon wafer surface. The etching 
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Figure 3 Coat with "resist ." 
Ionizing Radiation 

Flcure 4 Muk and expose. 

step is usually done with gaseous HF, which etches silicon dioxide, but not 
organic materials or silicon. The result of the etching step is shown in Figure 7. 

The final step in patterning is removal of the remaining organic resist ma-
terial. There are three techniques to remove resist materials: ( 1) using strong 
organic solvents that dissolve even unexposed resist material; (2) using strong 
acids , such a.s chromic acid, that actively attack organics; (3) exposing the wafer 
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INTEGRATED SYSTEM FABRICATION 

Figure 5 Exposed resist . 

Figure 6 Develop res ist . 

to atomic oxygen, which will oxidize away any organic materials present on its 
surface. Once the resist material is removed, the finished pattern on the wafer 
surface is a.s shown in Figure 8. Notice that we have transferred the original ge~ 
metric pattern directly into the silicon dioxide on the wafer surface . Although a 
foreign material was present on the wafer surface during the patterning process, 
it ha.s now disappeared and the only materials left a.re those that will be pa.rt of 
the finished wafer. 

A similar sequence of steps is used to pattern selectively each of the layers of 
t he integrated system. The steps differ primarily in the types of etchants used . 
Thus , a.s we study the processing of the various layers , you need not visualize 
all the details of the patterning sequence for each layer. Just recognize that the 
original pattern for a layer can be transferred into a pattern in the material of 
that layer. 
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Si 

Figure T Etch . 

Si 

Figure 8 Remove resist . 

THE SILICON GATE CMOS PROCESS 
We now describe the p~tJ.cular sequence of patterned layers used to build up 
CMOS integrated circuits and systems. In Figure 9 a through Figure 9 j illustrate 
a simple sequence of patterning and processing steps that are sufficient to fab-
ricate a complete integrated system. The example follows the fabrication of one 
simple circuit within a system; all other circuits are simultaneously implemented 
by the same process. The example is the basic transconductance amplifier cir-
cuit , described in Chapter 'Iransconductance Amplifier. The top illustration in 
Figure 9 a through Figure 9 j shows the top view of the layen of the circuit 
layout. The lower illustration in each of those pictures shows the cross-section 

· through the cut indicated by the downward arrows. (The vertical scale in these 
cross-sections has been greatly exaggerated for illustrative purposes.) 

The first step is to create a well of lightly doped n-type material in the 
p-type substrate. An opening in the overlying oxide, as defined by the yellow 
mask in the top portion of Figure 9, is created as we described. Ions of arsenic, 
antimony, or phosphorus are implanted into the surface, and reach the silicon 
only where there is no oxide. After the ion implantation step, the remaining 
oxide is stripped, and the wafer placed in a high-temperature furnace with an 
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Cross Section Line 

a. 

C 

b. 

- - - C 

c. 

Figure 9 The CMOS proceaa. 
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d. 

-............ .../~""] ........ r 
e. 

f. 

Figure 10 The CMOS procesa. 
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g. 

h. 

1. 

Figure 11 The CMOS procesa. 
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oxygen atmosphere. The result is shown in Figure 9 a. The n-type dopant atoms 
have diffused deep (2 to 4 microns in present processes) into the substrate, and 
a new thick (typically 0.5 µ) oxide has been grown over the entire surface. 

The second pattern is shown by the green outline in the top portion of Fig-
ure 9 b. This pattern is used to expose all areas that eventually will be the active 
level. It includes the sources and drains of all transistors in the circuit, together 
with the transistor gate areas, and any diffusion-level circuit interconnection 
paths. This pattern is used for the second step in the process, the patterning 
of silicon dioxide on silicon as described in the previous section. The wafer is 
then heated while exposed to oxygen, to grow a very thin layer of gate oxide over 
its entire surface. The resulting cross-section is shown in the lower portion of 
Figure 9 b. 

The wafer is then entirely coated with a thin layer of polycrystalline silicon, 
usually called polysilic:on ( or poly for short). Note that the polysilicon layer 
is insulated everywhere from the underlying materials by the layer of thin gate 
oxide and, additionally, by thicker oxide in some areas. The polysilicon will 
form the gates of all the transistors in the circuit and will also serve as a second 
layer for circuit interconnections. A third mask is used_ to pattern the polysilicon 
by steps similar to those previously described, with the result shown in red in 
Figure 9 c. The leftmost polysilicon area will function as the gate of the p-
channel transistor of the amplifier we are constructing, whereas the area to the 
right will function as the gate of the n-channel transistor. 

Once the polysilicon areas have been defined, n-type regions can be diffused 
into the p-type silicon substrate, forming the sources and drains of the n-channel 
transistors and the first level of interconnections. This is done by first removing 
the thin gate oxide in all (green) active areas not covered by the (red) polysil-
icon. The wafer is then overcoated with resist material; the resist material is 
exposed through openings in a select mask and developed in the manner de-
scribed. This patterning step is not used to mask against an etchant, but leaves 
openings in the resist material over areas that are to be selectively turned into 
n-channel transistors. The actual conversion of the underlying silicon is then 
done by implanting ions of arsenic or antimony into the silicon surface. The 
resist material, where present, acts to prevent the ions from reaching the silicon 
surface. Therefore, ions are only implanted in the silicon area free of resist. 

The areas of resulting n-type material are shown in green in the cross-section 
of Figure 9 d. They include the sources and drains of n-channel transistors, along 
with any n+ contacts to then-type well. Notice that the red polysilicon area and 
the thin oxide under it act to prevent impurities from reaching the underlying 
silicon. Therefore the impurities reach the silicon substrate only in the areas 
not covered by either polysilicon or photoresist, and not overlain by the thick 
original oxide. In this way the active transistor area is formed in all selected 
places where the patterned polysilicon overlies the thin oxide area defined in 
the previous step. The active level sources and drains of the transistors are 
automatically filled in between the polysilicon areas and extend up to the edges 
of the thick oxide areas. The major advantage of the silicon-gate process is that 
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it does not require a critical alignment between a mask that defines the green 
source and drain areas and a separate mask that defines the red gate areas. 
Rather, the transistors are formed by the intersection of three masks , and the 
conducting n-type regions are formed in all selected areas where the green mask 
is not covered by the red mask. 

The select photoresist is now stripped, and a new layer of resist is patterned 
with the complement of the select pattern. In this way, the only exposed areas are 
those that are to be implanted with p-type impurities. The sources and drains 
of p-channel transistors, along with any p+ contacts to the p-type substrate , are 
formed by implanting aluminum, gallium, or boron. Once again , the polysilicon 
prevents the implanted ions from reaching the subs_trate, and thus defines the 
self-aligned p-channel transistors . A cross-section of the wafer after this step is 
shown in Figure 9 e. 

In order to allow the implanted impurities to assume their proper place in 
the silicon lattice , the wafer is raised to a high temperature, and the implanted 
impurities are allowed to difjv.Je into the underlying silicon. For this reason, the 
green (active) areas not covered by poly are often referred to u diffused. 

All the transiston of the basic amplifier circuit are now defined. The next step 
is to lay down connections to the in put gate, between the drains of the p-channel 
and n-channel transistors, and to VDD and GND. These interconnections will 
be formed with a metal layer that can make contact with both the diffused areas 
and the polycrystalline areas. To ensure that the metal does not make contact 
with underlying areas except where intended , another layer of insulating oxide is 
coated over the entire circuit . At the places where the overlying metal is to make 
contact with eit_her the polysilicon or the diffused areas, the overlying oxide is 
selec t ively removed by patterning with a contact mask. The result of coating 
the wafer with the overlying oxide and then removing the oxide in places where 
contacts are desired is shown in Figure 9 f. In the top view, the black areas are 
those defined by the contact pattern, the sixth in the process 's sequence of mask 
patterns. In the cross-section, notice that in the contact areas all oxide has been 
removed down to either the polycrystalline silicon or the diffused area. 

Once the overlying oxide has been patterned in this way, the entire wafer is 
coated with metal, usually aluminum, and the metal is patterned with a seventh 
(blue) mask to form the conducting areas required by the circuit. The top view 
in Figure 9 g shows four short metal segments running horizontally: the left 
connects to VDD, and the right connects to ground. Notice the well contact 
at the left where a small select area surrounds a contact to an active region . 
There is a similar substrate contact at the right , where no select or well region 
surrounds the active contact. The center two metal segments connect the drains 
of n-channel transistors to those of their p-channel counterparts. In addition, 
the lower center segment connects to the gate of the p-channel current mirror. 
In general, it is good practice to avoid placing polysilicon contacts over an active 
transistor area; our design rules do not allow such contacts. 

The inherent properties of the silicon-gate process allow the blue metal layer 
to cross over either the red polysilicon layer or the green active areas, without 
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making contact unless one is specifically provided. The red polysilicon areas, 
however, cannot cross the green diffused areas without forming a. transistor. 
The transistors formed by the intersection of these two masks ca.n be either n-
cha.nnel, if they a.re included in a.n area. defined by the select mask, or p-cha.nnel 
if they are outside a. selected area. . Hence , n-cha.nnel transistors are defined by 
the intersection of the select , green, a.nd red masks; p-cha.nnel transistors a.re 
defined by the intersection of only the green and red masks. 

After the metal level is patterned, the wafer surface is coated with yet another 
layer of oxide. This step provides electrical isolation between the two levels of 
metal interconnect. An eighth via mask is then used to pattern contact cuts in 
this glass layer a.t the locations where the second meta.I level is to contact the 
first. 

The second level of metal is deposited a.nd patterned with a ninth (purple) 
mask much as the first level was. The VDD line is running vertically at the left, 
a.nd the ground line a.t the right of Figure 9 i. At this point the circuit is per-
fectly functional, and no more process steps a.re needed. It is common practice, 
however, to cover the completed chip with a last layer of oxide. This step prer 
vides protection of the circuit from random impurities in the environment, and 
also from mechanical abuse. A final mask is used to open areas over the second 
meta.I a.t the locations of the (relatively large) bonding pads, where contacts 
are ma.de to the macroscopic outside world. 

Each wafer contains many individual chips. The chips a.re separated by saw-
ing the wafer with a diamond saw. Ea.eh individual chip is then cemented in 
place in a package , and fine metal wire leads are bonded from the meta.I contact 
pads on the chip to pads in the package that connect with its external pins. A 
cover is then cemented over the recess in the package that contains the silicon 
chip, and the completed system is ready for testing and use. 

YIELD STATISTICS 
Of the large number of individual integrated system chips fabricated on a single 
silicon wafer , only a fraction will be completely functional. Flaws in the masks, 
dust particles on the wafer surface, defects in the underlying silicon, and so on, all 
ea.use certain devices to be less than perfect . With traditional design techniques, 
any single flaw of sufficient size will kill an entire chip. 

The simplest model for the yield-the fraction of the chips fabricated that 
do not contain fatal flaws-assumes (naively) that the flaws are randomly dis-
tributed over the wafer a.nd that one or more flaws anywhere on a chip will ea.use 
it to be nonoperative. If there are N fatal flaws per unit area, and the area of 
an individual chip is A, the probability that a. chip has n flaws is given by the 
Poisson distribution , Pn(N A) . The probability of a. good chip is 

Po(N A)= e-NA 
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Al though this equation does not accurately represent the detailed behavior of 
real fabrication processes , it is a good approximate model for estimating the yield 
of traditional designs. The exponential is such a steep function that a simple 
rule is possible: chips with areas many times 1/ N simply never will be fabricated 
without flaws . We must ensure that the chip area is less than a few times 1/ N if 
one flaw will kill a system. The largest permissible chips in 1986 technology a.re 
approximately 1 cm2 in a.rea. Design forms developed in this book can permit 
systems to work even in the presence of flaws. When we use such design forms , 
the entire notion of yield is completely changed, and we can make much larger 
chips, including full-wafer systems, t hat a.re totally functional. 

DESIGN RULES 
Perhaps the most powerful attribute of modern wafer fabrication processes is 
that they a.re pattern independent. That is , there is a clean separation between 
the processing done during wafer fabrication and the design effort that creates 
the patterns to be implemented. This separation req~ires that the designer be 
given a precise definition of the capabilities of the processing line. The specifica-
tion usually takes the form of a set of permissible geometries that may be used 
by the designer with the knowledge that they are within the resolution of the 
process itself, and that they do not violate the device physics required for proper 
operation of transistors and interconnections formed by the process. When re-
duced to their simplest form , such geometrical constraints are called geometric 
design rules. The constraints are of the form of minimum allowable values 
for certain widths, separations, extensions, and overlaps of geometrical objects 
patterned in the various levels of the process. · 

As processes have improved over the years, the absolute values of the per-
missible sizes and spacings of various layers have become progressively smaller. 
There is no evidence that this trend is abating. In fact , there is every reason to 
believe that nearly another order of magnitude of shrinkage in linear dimensions 
is possible. For this reason , we will present a set of design rules in dimensionlesa 
form , as constraints on the allowable ratios of certain distances to a basic length 
unit . The basic unit of length measurement used is equal to the fundamental 
resolution of the process itself; it is the distance by which a geometrical feature 
on any one layer may stray from another geometrical feature on the same layer 
or on another layer, all processing factors considered and an appropriate safety 
factor added. It is set by phenomena such as overetching, misalignment between 
mask levels, distortion of the silicon wafer due to high-temperature processing, 
and overexposure or underexposure of resist . All dimensions a.re given in terms 
of this elementary distance unit , which we call the length-unit A. In 1986, 
the length-unit for typical commercial processes is slightly less than 1 micron 
(written µm or simplyµ). 1 µ = 10-6 meters . 

The rules we will discuss have been abstracted from a number of processes 
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over a range of values of). , corresponding to different points in time at different 
fabrication areas. They represent somewhat of a "least common denominator" 
likely to be representative of CMOS design rules for a reasonable time, as the 
value of ). decreases in the future. These rules were developed by the author 
and Richard Lyon in collaboration with other groups, in a.n effort coordinated 
by George Lewicki of the MOSIS organization. 

Active Layer 

A typical minimum for the line width of the diffused regions is 2 )., as shown 
in Figure 12 a. The spacing required between two electrically separate active 
regions is a parameter that depends on not merely the geometric resolution of 
the process but also the physics of the devices formed. If two diffused regions 
are spaced too closely, the depletion layers associated with the junctions formed 
by these regions may overlap and result in a current flowing between the two 
regions when none was intended. In typical processes, a safe rule of thumb is to 
allow 3 >. of separation between a.ny two diffused regions that are unconnected, as 
show in Figure 12 b. The width of a depletion layer associated with any diffused 
region depends on the voltage on that region. If one of the regions i8 at ground 
potential, its depletion layer will of necessity be quite thin. In addition, some 
processes provide a heavier doping level at the surf a.ce of the wafer between the 
diffused areas in order to alleviate the problem of overlap of depletion layers. 

Polysilicon Layer 

The minimum for the width of polysilicon lines is similarly 2 >.. No depletion 
layers are associated with polysilicon lines , and therefore the separation of two 
such lines may be as little as 2 >. . These rules are illustrated in Figure 12, parts c 
and d. 

Poly and Active Layers 
We have so far considered the diffused and polysilicon layers separately. Another 
type of design rule concerns how these two layers interact with ea.eh other. Fig-
ure 12 e shows a diffused line running parallel to an independent polysilicon line, 
to which it is not connected at any point . The only requirement here is that the 
two unconnected lines not overlap. If they did, they would form an unwanted 
capacitor. Avoidance of this overlap requires a separation of only 1 >. between 
the two regions , as shown in Figure 12 e. A slightly more complex situation is 
shown in Figure 12 f; here, a polysilicon gate area intentionally crosses a diffused 
area, thereby forming a transistor. To ensure that the diffused region does not 
reach around the end of the gate a.nd short-circuit the drain-to-source path of 
the transistor with a thin diffused area, it is necessary for the polysilicon gate 
to extend a distance of at least 2 >. beyond the nominal boundary of the diffused 
area. Another rule is associated with the minimum width of a transistor. The 
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t ransistor channel is quite different from the diffused source and drain regions ; it 
is susceptible to encroachment from the regions under the thick oxide on either 
side . For this reason there is a minimum transistor width of three >. . Both of 
t hese transistor rules are shown in Figure 12 f. They apply to both p-channel and 
n-channel transistors. There is no formal rule for the minimum channel length 
of a transistor, apart from the minimum width of the poly line that forms its 
gate . For analog circuits , however , we will normally use channel lengths consid-
erably longer than the 2 .,\ minimum. The choice of channel length is a trade-off 
between increased area and more ideal and repeatable transistor characteristics . 
A det ailed discussion of the dependence of the transistor drain conductance on 
channel length is given in Chapter Fine Points of Transistor Physics. 

Note that the minimum width for a diffused region applies to diffused regions 
formed between a normal boundary of the diffused region and an edge of a 
transistor, as well as to a diffused line formed by two normal boundaries. 

Metal 
Now we will consider the design rules for the metal layer. Notice that this layer 
in genera.I runs over much more rugged terrain than does any other level; see the 
cross-section of F1gure 9 g. For this reason it is generally accepted practice to 
allow somewhat wider minimum lines and spaces for the metal layer than for the 
other layers. As a good working rule is to provide 3 .,\ widths and separations 
between independent metal lines, as shown in Figure 12 g and h . 

Metal 2 
The comments concerning rugged terrain that were made with respect to the 
first metal layer apply with even more force to the design rules for the second 
metal layer, as can be seen by referring to the cross-section of Figure 9 i. For 
this reason it is generally accepted practice to allow somewhat wider minimum 
space for the second metal layer than for the first . As a good working rule is 
t o provide 3 ). widths and 4 ). separations between independent metal 2 lines, as 
shown in Figure 12 i and j. 

Contacts 
A contact may be formed between the metal layer and either the diffused level 
or the polysilicon level by means of the contact mask. A set of rules delimit 
t he a.mount by which ea.eh layer must provide an area surrounding any contact 
to it , so that the contact opening will not find its way around the layer to 
something unintended below it . The physical factors that apply here are the 
relative registration of three levels . One simple set of design rules , which require 
that the level involved in a given contact must extend beyond the outer boundary 
of the contact cut by 2 ). at all points , as illustrated in Figure 13 parts a and b. 
More compact rules are possible, but involve many special cases. The contacts 
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themselves , like the minimum width lines in the other levels, must be exactly 2 .A 
square . The use of fixed size contact cuts greatly improves processing uniformity. 
When you make contact between a large metal region and a large diffused or 
poly region, you should use many small contacts spaced 2 .A apart, as shown in 
Figure 13 c. 

The metal layer must surround the contact layer in much the same way 
that the diffused and polysilicon layers did . Since the resist material used for 
patterning the metal generally accumulates in the low areas of the wafer, it tends 
to be thicker in the neighborhood of a contact than elsewhere. For this rea.son , 
metal tends to align itself to the contact , and it is generally sufficient for the 
metal to surround the contact by only 1 .A . 

Contact cuts to diffusion should be at least 2 .A from the nearest gate region , 
as shown in Figure 13 d. Similarly, contact cuts to poly should be at least 2 .A 
from the nearest active region, as shown in Figure 13 d. There is an internal 
consistency in the rules shown, which is easy to loose if more complex special 
cases are spelled out. When two minimum-sized contacts, such u those shown 
in Figure 13 parts a and b , are spaced u close as poesible according to the poly-
diffusion rule of Figure 12 e, the metal-to-metal spacing rule of Figure 13 a will 
automatically be satisfied. Similarly, when a minimum-sized poly contact , such 
as that shown in Figure 13 b, is spaced as close to an active region as possible 
according to the poly-diffusion rule of Figure 12 e, the poly contact to active 
spacing rule of Figure 13 d will automatically be satisfied. 

Note that a cut down to the polysilicon level does not penetrate the polysil-
icon. Thus one can, in principle, make a contact cut to poly over a gate region. 
Such contacts are not permitted in our design rules . 

Via 
A contact is formed between the first and second metal layers by means of the via 
mask. A set of rules apply to the amount by which each layer must surround the 
via. As before, the physical factors that apply here are the relative registration 
of three levels. We will again use a very simple set of design rules , which require 
that both levels involved surround the outer boundary of the contact cut by 1 .A 
at all points , as illustrated in Figure 13 e. The viu themselves, like ordinary 
contacts to other levels, must be exactly 2 .A long and 2 .A wide. 

When making contact from a large met al 2 region to a large metal 1 region , 
many small vias spaced 3 .A apart should be used, as shown in Figure 13 f. Via 
contacts must penetrate a thick layer of deposited oxide , and stop when they 
reach the metal layer to which they make contact . Processing is much more 
reliable if the metal region to which a via is made is on a flat surface. That flat 
surf ace can be over a poly or active region , over a transistor, or merely on top 
of the thick oxide. In the fabrication example of Figure 9, the VDD contact is 
over thick oxide, while the ground contact is over diffusion. In order to ensure 
flatness of the underlying metal, vias should be at least 2 .A from the nearest poly 
or active edge, as shown in Figure 13 g. 
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Well 
The well is a lightly doped , deep diffusion. A well region forms a junction with 
the underlying silicon crystal substrate. We will have some occasions where 
the well will not be used in a conventional manner , but normally it is used to 
contain the p-type transistors. Several rules associated with the well are shown 
in Figure 14. Wells that must be electrically isolated must be spaced by 9 >. . A 
p-type active region inside the well must be at least 5). from the edge of the well. 
This inclusion rule has extra safety margin built into it to prevent latch-up. If 
latch-up is not a problem, which it is not in nearly all of our low-power analog 
circuits , this distance can be reduced to 4 >.. In order for an n-type region outside 
the well to be electrically isolated from the well, it must be spaced from the well 
by at least 5 >. . 

Select 
Active regions within a select region are n-type; those outside a select region are 
p-type. The basic rule is that the select boundary should be at least 2 ). from the 
active region. This rule ensures that no active area will he ambivalent about its 
type. Where an active region crosses a select boundary, a diode is ( or may be) 
formed. We cannot assume that this diode has any particular characteristics. 
Such diodes are allowed only if they are shorted. Two examples of shorted diodes 
are shown in Figure 14. 

Well Contacts 
Because the well is lightly doped , a contact to it will not automatically form 
a good electrical connection. For that reason, a patch of n+ diffused region 
is placed in the well, and a contact made to the n+ region. If a select area 
surrounds the n+ patch by 2 >., there is no constraint on where it can he placed: 
it is like any other n-type active area in the substrate. However, if we are t o 
ensure that the patch contacts the well, it must overlap the well by at least 4 >. . 
There is another form of well contact, also shown in Figure 14: it is formed by 
extending an existing active region , and surrounding the extension with select . 
If the active region is 5 >. inside the well, there is no hazard concerning part of 
the region not covered by select. It is only necessary that the contact ibel/ he 
surrounded by select by 2 A. 

Substrate Contacts 
As with the well, electrical connection to the suh8trate cannot be assured by 
simply placing a contact on its naked surface. Instead, a p+ patch is placed in 
the p-type substrate, and a contact made to the patch. Two kinds of substrate 
contact are shown in Figure 14. The most straightforward contact is formed by 
an active area spaced from the select edge by 2 A. The second form is made using 
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a shorted diode. As with the well contact, it is necessary for the contact itself, 
but not the entire active area, to be outside the select by 2 A. 

GENERIC RULES 
The rules given above will not exactly fit those of any given process at any given 
value of .A. For that reason , the layout artwork representing a given design is 
usually subjected to several sizing operation.!, in which the patterns representing 
individual layers are expanded or shrunk to best fit the constraints of the target 
process. In that way a design can be fabricated by many different vendors with 
minimal area penalty. These sizing operations are not part of the design itself, 
but rather of the interface between the designer and the fabrication vendor. The 
best current example of such an interface is the MOSIS system. 

We have used an n-well process to illustrate the way in which a fabrication 
process is carried out, and to describe the nature of the constraints enforced 
by the design rules. It is obvious that a simple interchange of p-type and n-
type regions will result in a p-well process. In fact , designs done with the layers 
described above can be fabricated equally well in either p-well or n-well processes. 
From the designer's point of view , it is not necessary to know which process will 
be used until the finished parts are returned from fabrication. At that time, the 
power supply for n-well parts will be positive, while that for p-well parts will be 
negative . The same convention holds for signal levels. Examples in this book 
have been successfully fabricated in both p-well and n-well technologies, with .A 
values ranging from 2.5 µ to 0.7 µ. 

The above design rules are likely to remain valid as the length-unit .A scales 
down in size with the passage of time. Occasionally, for specific commercial 
fabrication processes, some one or more of these rules may be relaxed or replaced 
by more complex rules, enabling slight reductions in the area of a system. While 
these details may be important for competitive commercial products, they have 
the disadvantage of making the system design a captive of the specific design 
rules of the process. Extensive redesign and checking is required to scale down 
such a design as the length-unit scales down. For this reason, we recommend 
use of the dimensionless rules given, especially for prototype items. Designs 
implemented according to these rules are easily scaled and may have reasonable 
longevity. 
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APPENDIX IV. THE GROUNDED SUBSTRATE CONVENTION 

Appendix IV is a re-print of a not yet published paper by Richard Lyon and 

Carver Mead. Thanks to both Richard and Carver for allowing their work to be 

included in this thesis. 
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In desianing CilOS circuits , it is often necessary or desirable to defer the decision 
as to whether to fabricate the chip in an -well process or a P-well process. At the early 
staaes of desio-n, this decision will usually be left unbound , yet the design process oucrht 
to proceed smoothly. There are two possible approaches to allow designs to proceed for a 
generic Ctv'lOS'' process , based on which aspects of the two device types are considered 

to be most important. 
In the first and most obvious approach, designs use -type and P-typ e transistors, 

without regard to which device type is built in a well. As shown by Sequin [ l ], it is 
possible to formulate layout drawing conventions such that the geometric design file can 
be converted to a workable mask set for either type of process , and such that all well regions 
and substrate regions are connected to the appropriate power rail (N-wells to VDD, P-wells 
to G D , with positive VDD voltage ) . 

The disadvantage of this approach is that the designer cannot use the well as an 
electrical node , since it is not known at design time vvhe t her any particular rerrion is a.n 
isola ted well or a common substrate. The use of t he well as an electrical node is particularly 
important in input protection devices in photo-recepto rs and in other applications of the 
bipolar properties of the process. 

The alternative approach , advocated in this paper , is to work with two abstract 
transistor types: those in a well and those in the substrate. Then the drawn features 
represent real mask levels with little or no translation, and all that is needed to convert a 
design from one process type to the other is to reverse the polarities of all external power 
supplies and interface signals. The disadvantage of this approach , clearly, is that chips 
made in both processes this way are not " plug compatible" due to the polarity difference. 
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But since this is a technique for use in the early stages of design and prototyping that 
kind of compatibility is seldom an issue. 

When designing with two abstract transistor types, it helps to have a familiar nota-
tion for the transistors and for the supply rails, independent of the polarity later imposed 
by the fabrication process. [11 order to make circuits as conceptually close to _ '!OS cir-
cuits as possible, we adopt the convention that "standard" or "native" CMOS devices built 
in the substrate are drawn like ordinary enhancement-mode pulldowns in MOS and that 
the power rail they pull toward is always called "GND", "ground'', or "VSS". The other 
power rail is then rnlled "VDD", which is the voltage used to bias the wells; VDD will be 
a positive volt.age if t.he pulldown devices are N-type, i.e., if the circuit is built in an N-well 
process. 

We have dubbed this convention the "Grounded-Substrate Convention", as 
this name makes it dear that G D is the rail connected to the substrate and VDD is the 
rail usually connected to the wells. Along with this convention we use the positive logic 
convention that GND represents false or O and VDD represents true or 1. For a P-well 
process, then, VDD is a negative voltage and the logic convention implies that 1 is more 
negative than 0. 

In general, we prefer the convention that CMOS circuits and layouts should be as 
close to 1 MOS as reasonably possible. This applies to layer names, colors, design rnles. 
e c. However to keep things generic, we need 11ew names for the two types of transistors 
and diffusions. 'vVe propose below the "·S / D Convention" for naming the two types . 

The convention for generic layouts is that the distinction between P-type and -type 
active regions is made by a drawn mask layer named "Select" ,· which selects a doping 
implant of the same type as the well. In an N-well process, this is often referred to as the 
'N + implant" mask , while in a P-well process it is the 'P+ implant mask ' ; in each case 
the opposite implant mask is simply derived as the complement of Select. 

MOS IS supports the generic layout style for both P-well and -well processes through 
their SCG ( Scalable CMOS Generic) process, using CIF layers CSG ( CMOS Select Generic) 
and CWG ( CMOS Well Ge11eric ). Desiuns submitted for process SCG will be fabricated 
011 whichever process polarity is available soonest. \Vhen a process polarity choice has 
been made. the names should be chanued to process SCN and layers CS and W for 
N- well, or to process SCP and layers CSP and CWP for P-well. 

Because desirrners are used to positive voltages, a.nd because of the analogy with 
NMO ·. the default interpretation of circuits will usually be according to the assumption 
that they will be fabricated in N-well C IOS. This might make it easy to talk of the 
transistors in familiar terms as -type and P-type , which unfortunately would result in 
confusion when one or more discussants knows that the circuit will in fact be built m a 
P-well process. 

To prevent this confusion. we introduce the unambiguous and mnemomc S/ D con-
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vention for namin<T the two abstract transistor types. The two transistor types and their 
corresponding ource / drain diffusion types are called S-type and D-type. These letters 
have multiple relevant connotations , and are defined here to have a specific denotation. 

S-type denotes the "Standard", or native , pulldown transistors, in the environment 
of Substrate and of the Same type as the well , which are used to pull toward G ND (VSS ), 
and which are drawn surrounded by the Select mask; in addition , S alliterates with N the 
interpretation in the default positive-VDD -well process. 

D-type refers to the pullup transistors , built in Deep wells, of Di fferent type from 
the well (e.g. , -ty pe in P-well), which are used in analogy t.o the Depletion transistors of 
NMOS to pull towared VDD , and for which you Don 't select in the layout ; in addition , 
D rhymes with P, the interpretation in the default N-well process. 

S-type transistors are drawn on schematics just like N-type transistors of 1OS ( see 
Figure 1 ); substrate terminals are not shown , and no arrows are used. D- ty pe transistors . 
are drawn with a bubble on the gate, indicating that they turn on with a gate value of 
logic 0. Well terminals ( back gates) are not shown unless they connect to other than VD D; 
if a well terminal is needed , it is drawn like a gate between the source and drain terminals , 
without an arrow. 

Of course , S and D also are used to refer to source and drain of transistors. In 
processes like NMOS with only one kind of driver transistor, the power supply rails were 
named for t he terminals of the drivers tlrnt they connected to ( directly or through loads ). 
Thus bipolar circuits have VCC and VEE for collectors and emitters, and IOS circuits 
have VD D and VSS for drains and sources. But in CMOS, both power ra.ils actually 
go directly to the sources of the corresponding device types ( based on the conventional 
assignment of names relative to the direction of flow of majority carriers). For these 
power-supply naming conventions to make sense in C 1OS , it is only necessary to note 
that they refer to the terminals of the standard or native transistors only. So S-type 
transistors have sources toward VSS and the D-ty pe transistors Don 't . 

In circuits that depend on a particular constraint on impedance ratio between S-type 
and D-type transistors , there are several choices that a designer miaht select. He could 
either select a process at that poin t and design accordingly, or he could do a worst-case 
design that would function in either process . If the <Toal is not just func t ionality, but 
performance optimization, a process will obviousl y have to be picked. In a P-well process , 
D- typ e de vices will be about twice as good as S-t.ype devices ; in · an N-well process S-type 
devices will be about three times as good as D-type devices. Therefore , S-type / D-type 
impedance ra t ios will differ by about a factor of six between the two processes. 

In twin-tub processes , the subs t rate will be the same type as one of the tubs , so that 
tub type will be common, not isolated; the tub of the opposite type will be te rmed the well 
and the conventions work as before. In silicon-on-insulator processes , these conventions are 
irrelevant, since there are no wells ; but the conventions may be somewhat useful anyway 
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111ce they allow desigus to he freely inverted by changing the polarity of the select mask. 
Fiaure J illustrates a C 10S inverter using minimum-size transistors. to illus t rate the 

relation between drawn layers and fabricated regions. Active regions a.re labelled S-Active 
and D-Act ive. ote that a region of either type of active , determined by Select , can cross a 
well boundary, and that a region of active can have an S/ D type-boundary within it. Legal 
well and substrnte contacts can be made this way, but formalizing the rules for legality 
may be difficult. We have found that us ing a generic representation removes one dimension 
o f confusion in a.nalyzing various layo ut conficrurations, and helps in understanding and 
interpreting design rules such as the new MOSIS scalable rules. 
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